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Summary
A new scheme for use in Finite Element modelling of electromagnetic devices with 
moving parts has been implemented. This type of device is troublesome to analyse 
using standard Finite Element techniques because of the need to model the moving 
parts at different relative positions.
The new scheme is based on the use of the Lagrange multipliers method to link 
the potential variables of separate meshes together by imposing extra continuity 
constraints at the common interface of the meshes. The implementation of the 
method using both two and three dimensional Finite Elements is described.
Tests have shown that the method performs well and is able to handle cases in which 
the meshes have significantly different number of nodes on the common interface. A 
few other alternative implementations have also been investigated but were found 
to be less effective than the Lagrange multipliers method. The method was also 
verified by comparison with measurements on a test rig.
Practical applications of this new method are demonstrated and results compared 
favourably with experimental measurements. The new scheme is convenient for use 
in modelling devices with moving parts. As meshes are free to move relative to 
each other on their interface, a new position can be analysed by simply placing 
the meshes of the moving members into the required position and the coupling 
terms recalculated. The need to remesh at a new position is eliminated. In order 
to implement this method the shape of the common interface is required to be 
consistent with the type of movement, for instance, a rotating machine model would 
require a cylindrical interface in the air gap between rotor and stator meshes.
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Ever since the discovery of magnetism, engineers and scientists alike have strug­
gled continuously to devise models and techniques to aid in the understanding and 
prediction of the electromagnetic field in different situations. Along the way, many 
useful methods have been developed and refined, for example the method of images, 
the circuit approach, the use of conformal transformations and the Finite Difference 
method. Many have produced effective and accurate answers in their time.
As society and technology progresses, specifications on electromagnetic devices have 
become more and more stringent. Increased power, higher efficiency, better reliabil­
ity, tighter safety regulations and more economical manufacturing processes are all 
called for at the same time. As a result, it is becoming even more im portant now 
than ever before to be able to analysis and accurately predict the electromagnetic 
fields in and around devices so that designs can be improved and mistakes can be 
recognised as soon as possible
Many of the early methods are failing to deliver accurate enough answers to  keep 
up with these requirements. With the advent of the computer technology in the 
60’s, attention has shifted to numerical methods, among them is the Finite Element 
method. The method was not new at the time and had already been popularly used 
by the structural and civil engineering communities. It is widely acknowledged that 
Winslow [1] was the first to introduce the Finite Element method to the electrical 
engineering community. Active research and development on the method following
1
its introduction has led to early 2D applications on electrical machines [2]. Today, 
three decades since the first introduction of the method, the range of electromagnetic 
problems which the Finite Element method can solve is impressive, [3] [4] [5] and 
[6 ] are just some examples.
Although the Finite Element method in electrical engineering has advanced and 
matured a lot, it is surprising to see tha t it is still ill-equipped to handle possibly one 
of the most commonly encountered type of problems in the field; tha t of modelling 
the movement of different parts of a device. This type of problem is most frequently 
found in the analysis of electrical machines. The Finite Element method is able to 
solve this type of problem in its static form, tha t is with the rotor and stator of the 
machine holding a fixed position with respect to each other. However, difficulties 
arise when it is required to model the rotor at different positions relative to the 
stator. This may be for a static study of the machine in which variations of certain 
machine characteristics with respect to  rotor position are required or, more critically, 
a dynamic analysis in which the rotor assumes different positions with time. In both 
cases, the ability to be able to move the rotor arbitrarily is called for.
1.1 Difficulties o f m odelling devices w ith  m oving parts
While it is conceptually easy to  move part of a Finite Element mesh relative to 
the rest, the practical realization of such mesh movements is unfortunately not as 
straightforward as one would like. The difficulties arise mainly because of the re­
quirement that adjacent elements in a Finite Element mesh have to be geometrically 
compatible with each other. By geometrically compatible, we mean th a t adjacent
2
elements must share common corner nodes, that is, corner nodes of one element 
cannot appear on the edge of an adjacent element as shown in Fig.(1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Incompatible elements
This, together with the requirement that surrounding air has to be discretized as 
well, will result in elements in the air gap being distorted when one part of a Finite 
Element mesh moves. This is illustrated in Fig.(1.2). The presence of distorted 
elements is undesirable since it impairs the accuracy of the solution. Further move­
ment of the mesh will eventually destroy the elements in the air gap, resulting in 
the latter having to be remeshed.
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Distortion of elements in the air gapFigure 1.2:
Several methods have been put forward by researchers to tackle the problem in 2D. 
There is the so called Moving Band method [7] in which a layer of elements in the 
air gap is allowed to become distorted during a displacement. Remeshing of this 
band of elements is postponed as long as possible. The decision to remesh is based 
on certain criteria which measure the ‘badness’ of the distorted elements, a typically 
example of which is the size of the interior angles of the elements.
With 2D quadrilateral elements the most direct way of remeshing is probably to join 
up nearest nodes on opposite sides as shown in Fig.(1.3). For triangular elements 
the Delaunay triangularisation [8] technique would most likely be used to optimize 
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Figure 1.3: Remeshing in the Moving Band Method
This Moving Band method, though simple in concept, introduces extra complexities 
in the post-processing stages as the connectivity of the nodes in the moving band 
and the total number of nodes/elements in the problem may change from position 
to position. Moreover, it does not resolve the question of distorted elements.
Another possible way of dealing with mesh movements is to mesh the moving and 
stationary parts as two disconnected meshes and then use a ‘slip’ surface [9] to
4
interface them in the air gap. By ensuring the nodes of the two meshes coincide 
at equal intervals on the the ‘slip’ surface, the moving part of the model can be 
allowed to move at such steps which are an integer multiple of the node interval. 
This arrangement requires only a relatively simple algorithm to identify coinciding 
nodes on the surface which are then assigned equal potentials. This method is simple 
to  implement; however, it suffers from the disadvantage that the smallest possible 
movement is limited by the size of the node interval on the surface. Care thus has 
to  be taken at the initial meshing phase to cater for small movements.
It is also possible to solve the air gap vector potential distribution analytically and 
represent the result by a Fourier Series which is then used to couple nodes on either 
side of the air gap together [10]. This method has been used on machines under 
unbalanced and non-sinusoidal conditions. Although it does not require the air gap 
to  be meshed up, its use results in a dense matrix which is more difficult to  solve. 
Furthermore, its generalization to 3D will not be as straightforward as in 2D.
There is, of course, always the possibility of using an automatic mesh generator to 
create a new mesh for each position. It must be pointed out that the subject of 
autom atic mesh generation is still under active research. Most of the algorithms 
published so far have concentrated on producing 2D triangular meshes. By compar­
ison, very few 3D mesh generation schemes have been published. It should also be 
realized tha t the brute force approach of generating a new mesh for each position 
manually is impractical as that requires too much human effort in the pre-processing 
stages.
Though all of the above approaches have been shown to be able to handle 2D cases, 
their generalization to 3D has not been shown. W ith the Finite Element method
5
being used more and more on the analysis of electrical machines, it seems that 
developing a general method which allows easy modelling of this kind of problem 
with moving parts , both in 2 and 3D, will be beneficial.
1.2 O utline of th is thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a new scheme based on the Lagrange mul­
tipliers method which will solve this multiple position problem in both 2 and 3D. 
The method allows the moving and the stationary parts of a model to be meshed 
up independently so that each is free to move relative to the other. The meshes 
are not physically connected with each other, coupling between them is done at 
a later stage with Lagrange multipliers. As they are free to move independent to 
each other, a new position can be solved simply by placing the moving member at 
the desired position and the coupling terms recalculated. The need to remesh at 
different positions is eliminated.
Chapter 2 gives a brief review of the Finite Element method as used in electromag­
netic field computation. Attention will be concentrated on magnetostatic formula­
tions.
Chapter 3 introduces the concept of the Lagrange multipliers. Its implementation 
in 2 D Finite Elements will be described. The various characteristics of the method 
will also be investigated and experimental results will be presented to verify the 
method.
Chapter 4 examines a few alternative implementations of the Lagrange multipliers
6
method. Their performance will be compared, their relative merits and drawbacks 
will be accessed.
Chapter 5 extends the Lagrange multipliers method to three dimensional Finite Ele­
ments. Numerical implementation of the method will be described and experimental 
verifications will be shown. Some computational aspects of the method will also be 
investigated.
Chapter 6  illustrates two practical applications of the method.
Chapter 7 concludes the work on this thesis.
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Chapter 2
The F inite Elem ent M ethod
2.1 Introduction
Electromagnetic field problems, like field problems in many other engineering disci­
plines, are governed by sets of partial differential equations. The solution to these 
field problems can sometimes be obtained in closed form by analytical means if both 
the given equations and the given domains are simple. But as the configurations 
and the domains of the problem in question becomes more complicated, obtaining 
a solution by analytical means has proved to be rather difficult. Various methods 
of finding approximate numerical solutions to these types of problems can be used. 
Examples of these are the Finite Element method, Finite Difference method and 
Integral method. Among them, the Finite Element method has gained considerable 
popularity in various science and engineering communities mainly because of its 
flexibility in handling complex shapes and boundary conditions.
The Finite Element method is basically a variational procedure for solving bound­
ary value problems. Unlike the Finite Difference method which attem pts a direct 
discretization of the equations, the Finite Element method tackles the problem by 
seeking an approximate solution to  a sometimes energy related equivalent functional 
of the governing partial differential equations over a collection of simple subdomains 
which replaces the original problem domain.
The basic steps involved in finding the solution usually begins with the subdivision
of the problem domain into well defined simple subdomains, the finite elements. 
Over each of these finite elements, a local approximate function is constructed by 
interpolating the unknown function in terms of its nodal values. Using this approxi­
mate function and the functional, a set of algebraic equations can be derived among 
the nodal values of an element.
The final set of algebraic equations are formed by combining equations of all the 
elements in the mesh. This can then be solved after the boundary conditions are 
specified.
This chapter presents a brief review of the two and three dimensional formulations 
used in the BATH Finite Element package MEGA  . Attentions will be focussed 
particularly on magnetostatic formulations.
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2.2 Basic A ssum ptions and Equations
The electromagnetic fields at low frequencies with displacement current ignored are 
described by a subset of Maxwell Equations [11] :
V x H  =  J  (2.1)
$B
V x E = t  (2.2)
V • B =  0 (2.3)
V • J  =  0 (2.4) 
The equations that describe the material properties are
B =  //H  (2.5)
and
J  =  crE. (2.6)
It is also assumed that all materials considered are isotropic and tha t their B H  
characteristic are monotonic and single-valued.
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2.3 Two Dim ensional F in ite E lem ents
In 2D Finite Elements [12], fields can conveniently be modelled using one component
of the magnetic vector potential, A , defined as
V x A =  B . (2.7)
This automatically satisfies the non-divergence condition (2.3) of B . From equations 
(2.7), (2.1) and (2.5), the governing partial differential equation to be solved is
V x i / V x  A +  <7—  = J ,  (2.8)
rs A
where u is the reluctivity, J  is the source current density and a ^  is the induced 
eddy current density.
In magnetostatic problems where eddy currents are ignored, the above equation 
reduces to
V x z/V x A =  J .  (2.9)
When the fields are modelled using one component of A  , the above equation can 
further be reduced to
-  V z/VA z =  J*. (2.10)
This assumes that fields only vary in a two dimensional manner on the plane of the
Finite Element mesh. Currents in the problem are also assumed to  flow entirely in
the direction orthogonal to this plane.
The Finite Element method does not attem pt to solve the equation (2.10) directly.
11
Instead, it first puts the equation into an integral form which is then minimised. 
This integral form allows the approximation to be obtained on an element by element 
basis.
The two most commonly used procedures for obtaining the approximation in such 
integral forms are the Variational method and the Weighted Residual method. In 
the Variational method [13], an equivalent functional whose Euler equation is the 
governing equation of the problem is first obtained. The functional is equivalent to 
the original system equation in the sense that the solution function which minimises 
it also satisfies the system equation. Such functionals are usually related to the 
energy of the system and hence provide some physical meaning to the minimisation 
process.
On the other hand, the Weighted Residual method [13] forms a residual by sub­
stituting a trial function in the partial differential equation. The residual is then 
multiplied by a weighting function and the product is integrated over the prob­
lem domain. The solution to the problem is found by equating this integral of the 
product to zero. There are various methods for choosing the weighting function, 
examples are the Point Collocation method, Sub-domain Collocation method and 
the Galerkin method (Appendix C), but the Galerkin method in which the trial 
function is chosen to be the same as the weighting function is the most popular.
In general, the range of problems to which the Weighted Residual method can be 
applied is much bigger than tha t of the variational approach since it is not always 
possible to find an equivalent functional for all kinds of problems with well defined 
partial differential equations. However, when a variational principle can be found, 
the resulting matrix will always be symmetric. M atrix symmetry is im portant when
12
it comes to solving the set of equations.
2 .3 .1  T h e  G a le rk in  W e ig h te d  R e s id u a l  M e th o d
In the Weighted Residual method, we look for an approximate solution A z which 
minimises the weighted integral of the residual. We therefore solve the following 
equation :
/ n , ( - V . , V A . - J . ) d S  =  0> (2.11)
where ft is the problem domain and W{ is a suitable set of weighting functions.
To write the above integral into a set of equations, the problem domain is first 
subdivided into a collection of simple subdomains called finite elements [13]. We 
now approximate A z over this collection of finite elements with the following :
k
A , = J 2 N i A Zi, (2.12)
*=1
where JV,- are called the shape functions and A Zi are the nodal values of A z . Fig.(2 .1 ) 
illustrates this approximation idea.
To avoid the requirement of second order derivatives on the shape functions, the 
above equation can be transformed using Green’s Theorem. Yielding
J  (Vto,- • t'V A j) -  (w,J*) dS -  I  <U =  0 . (2.13)
n r
Different choices of the weighting function leads to different methods. In the Galerkin 




Figure 2.1: Approximation by Finite Elements
above equation can now be written as a set of equations using tlie Finite Element 
technique. Within each of the finite elements, the vector potential A ez is described 
by a relation similar to equation (2.12) :
A « =  (2.14)
3= 1
where ke is the number of nodes of the element concerned. JV* is the shape function 
of node j  of the element and A ez ■ is the nodal A ez at node j .  The same technique can 
also be used to approximate the prescribed current density, J 2, within an element. 
At the element level, equation (2.13) can therefore be rewritten as
J  (ViVe • ueV A ez) -  (N e rz) A S -  j> N eve dl =  0. (2.15)
r e
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The term J\  only applies to elements with prescribed current density. The line 
integral cancels between adjoining elements and can be ignored. This also enforces 
weakly the continuity of H  x n  across elements. Similarly, ignoring the integral at 
the problem boundary enforces the condition H x n  = 0 weakly. The above equation 
can be expressed in matrix form after substituting with equation (2.14) as
[K‘]{A‘} = { n ,  (2.16)
where
f ie
'd N f d N ] d N f  d N f
t J  I X_________J_
dx  dx dy dyn  = "« /  I I dS  (2 -17)
and
/? = j Nf J f dS.  (2.18)
f ie
Using the isoparametric element concept outlined in Appendix A .l, both integra­
tions can be performed over the master element by using the following transforma­
tions : l l
- l  - l  x  7
and
l l
/ '  =  / /  dfd)/.
- 1  - 1
J  is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation from the £77 to the X Y  coordinate
15
system. The derivative terms are given by
d N f dNi
dx
= J ~ l
6 N f dNi
dx dr]
where N  is the shape function of the master element (Appendix A .l).
The global K matrix and f  vector, which are often called the stiffness matrix and 
the force vector, are obtained by summing K e and f e of all elements together :
[K]{A} = {f}. (2.20)
The K m atrix resulting from this formulation is symmetric and sparse. Solution to 
the above equation can be obtained by various m atrix techniques, Gaussian elim­
ination, Gauss-Seidel etc. More recently, however, the Preconditioned Conjugate 
Gradient method has proved to be efficient in handling large sparse systems and is 
now popularly used.
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2.4 Three Dim ensional F in ite E lem ents
The vector potential is very attractive for use in 2D Finite Elements since it involves 
only one unknown per node. Unfortunately, the simple extension of this approach 
to 3D magnetostatic problems is not so economical. There are at least 3 unknowns 
per node and the resulting stiffness matrix will become much denser and difficult to 
solve. To circumvent these difficulties and also reduce the problem size to a more 
manageable one, an alternative formulation which uses a combination of magnetic 
scalar potential, and reduced magnetic scalar potential, <£, is often used [14].
In this scheme, the problem is partitioned into two regions as illustrated in Fig.(2 .2 ). 
Region 1 in Fig.(2.2) is assumed to contain all the source currents and has constant 
low permeability. The rest of the problem is grouped under region 2 which may 
contain non-linear materials.
W ith such partitioning, the field in region 1, H i, can be split up into 2 parts as
H i = H s -f H m, (2.21)
where H s is the field produced by the source alone and H m is the rest of the field. 
Since
V x H s = J ,  (2.22)
therefore
V x H m = 0. (2.23) 
Thus, H m can be defined as the negative gradient of a scalar potential, the reduced
17
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scalar potential V reduced scalar potential §
Figure 2.2: Partitioning of a 3D magnetostatic problem
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scalar potential <£, and therefore we have
H m = -V<j>. (2.24)
Substituting the above equation into equation (2.3), we obtain
V • /iiH 3 -  V • fiX V(f> =  0. (2.25)
H a can be calculated using Biot-Savart’s Law. Although it is theoretically possible 
to  model the field in region 2  with the same approach, it is rarely done in practice 
because of cancellation of H s and H m inside materials with high permeability [14]. 
For the same reason, only materials with low constant permeabilities are allowed in 
region 1; usually it contains only air. Therefore in this region, the following equation 
is solved for :
-V -/iiV < £  =  0. (2.26)
Non-linear and highly permeable materials are contained in region 2. The field in
this region is modelled using the total scalar potential, which is defined as
H 2 =  -Vif).  (2.27)
We therefore have
- V - / i 2 V 0 =  0 . (2.28)
At the interface between these two regions, Ti 2, the continuity of normal components
1 9
of B and the tangential components of H  apply. Hence,
and
+  K g *  (2.29)
W . I T  _  w  foonN
where Hsn and H5< are the normal and tangential direction of the interface 
respectively. Equation(2.30) can be integrated along the interface to give
*  = * - j R « a ,  (2.31)
r 12
which can be used later to eliminate either xf) or <f) on the interface.
2.4.1 Num erical Im plem entation
Applying the Galerkin procedure to both regions results in
f  m  ( VN,  ■ v<t>) AV -  I  NiHi dS =  0  (2.32)
n, r,
and
f  /x2(VJVi • V f )  A V -  j  N a 12^  AS =  0. (2.33)
fi2 1^2
Following the Finite Elements procedure outlined earlier, the problem region is sub­
divided into finite elements. Typically, these are 8 -noded bricks, 6 -noded triangular 
prisms or 4-noded tetrahedra. Though the two la tter types of element may provide
more flexibility in the subdivision process, the brick element has a better .accuracy
20
in approximating the potential function. Appendix A .2  shows a brick element and 





4> = (2 -34)
t = l
Evaluation of equation (2.32) and equation (2.33) are now performed and summed 
in an element by element manner in exactly the same way as tha t outlined in the 
previous section. Ignoring the surface term in the summation will automatically 
satisfy the continuity of B*n across element interface interior to the region; at the 
outer boundary, this will satisfy the Neumann condition. At the interface between 
the two regions, however, this surface term  must be calculated and is used to link 
the normal components of B together. Adding the above two equations together, 
we have
J p l {VNi-V1>)&V + j p i ( V N i - V4 , ) AV= J  + fi2^ - ) d S .  (2.35)
fil ^12
Substituting equation (2.29) yields
J  Mi(VJV,- • V<P)iV +  f  ti2(VNi  ■ V<t>) dV  =  J  i n N i E m dS.  (2.36)
^2 r  12
The surface term now appears as the right hand side of the set of equations. Thus H s 
is only required to be calculated on Furthermore, by first choosing a reference 
node at which rj> and (f) are made equal, one of them can be eliminated on Ti2 by 
using equation (2.30). The stiffness m atrix resulting from this formulation is also
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sparse and symmetric.
The use of scalar potentials to model the fields leads to a substantial reduction of 
system unknowns since there is only one variable per node instead of three as in the 
vector potential case. Consequently, the same problem can be solved with a much 
lighter demand on computer resources which is still an im portant factor to take into 
consideration despite the latest advent in computer technology.
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2.5 N ew ton-R aphson
In practical applications, most materials encountered are nonlinear in nature with 
their permeability being a function of the magnetic field. Their presence in problems 
modelled using Finite Elements will result in a set of nonlinear equations. Various 
iterative techniques can be used to solve this set of equations, among them  Newton- 
Raphson is a popular choice. We begin by considering again equation (2.20) for the 
2D A formulation and re-writing as :
F(A) =  K A  -  f  = 0 (2.37)
where
K i j  =  J  ( V N , - v V N , ) d S
Cl
Assuming that an approximate solution A k to F(A) is reached, then the increment, 
6Ak, to a better estimate to the solution satisfies
F(A k +  6Ak) «  F(Ak) +  6Ak = 0. (2.38)O A  J^ k
The first term in the above equation is simply the residual of F( A) after A k has been
substituted. On differentiating F(A) with respect to Aj, we obtain the following
for a typical i ’th  equation for the second term :
= J  (VJV; • i /VNj)  d S  + J - j t - i V N i - V Z N A )  AS (2.39)
3 Cl Cl 3
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Expressing the reluctivity v as a function of B 2, we can write the following
du dv  d B 2
“  d B 2  ^ ^
The values of du/d'B2 are obtained from a v  vs B 2 curve which can in turn be 
derived from the B H  data. In 2D,
B 2 =  (V £ J V A ) .(V £ iV A )
and the term becomes
B B 2
_  =  2 (V JV ,)-(V £ jV A ).
Equation(2.39) can now be expanded to :
=  J  (VNi  • (/VJVj)dS +  2 ^  J ( V N j  • V £ N A )  (VNi  • V £ A A )  AS.
3 U Q
(2.41)
The above equation will also result in a symmetric and sparse square m atrix after 
A k is substituted. A typical ij term in this matrix is :
K ,kij = J  (VNi  ■ v V N j )  AS +  J  (VJV,- • V £  N A k) (VNi  ■ V  £  N A k) dS.
fi ft
(2.42)
Equation(2.38) can now be written in m atrix form :
{F(A*)} +  [ K '^ A * }  = 0. (2.43)
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After solving for 6 A k, the new estimate is obtained by
A k+1 = A k + S A k' (2.44)
The procedure is repeated until some chosen convergence criteria are met. At the 
end of each iteration, the reluctivity v and its derivative with respect to B 2 have 
to be calculated from the B H  data. In order to reduce the overhead incurred 
in such calculations, these two quantities are usually pre-calculated and stored as 
two separate curves. Various types of curve fitting methods such as piecewise linear 
approximation, spline fit, least square fit etc. can be used. The linear curve fit is not 
satisfactory since at places along the curves the derivative term changes abruptly, 
producing inconsistent information about the reluctivity and its derivative which 
can cause difficulties in the Newton-Raphson iterations. The cubic spline type of 
curve fitting methods, for example [15], are commonly used because of their modest 
demand on computing cost and their ability to ensure function as well as slope 
continuity. It is also necessary sometimes to smooth experimentally obtained B H  
data to remove unwanted errors before they are curve fitted.
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2.6 M atrix Solution
The formulations described in the previous sections result in a system of equations 
whose coefficient matrix, K  , is sparse and symmetric. When the number of un­
knowns is small, direct methods like Gaussian elimination are most reliable and 
effective in obtaining the solutions. But as the number of unknowns in the system 
increases, most likely due to a refinement of the mesh or a 3D analysis, the methods 
begin to lose their appeal as efficient solvers. This is mainly due to the enormous 
increase in demand of computational time and memory storage as a result of extra 
‘fill-in’ during the elimination process. Here, we define ‘fill-in’ as zero entries in the 
matrix which become non-zero as the algorithm progresses.
Iterative methods such as Gauss-Seidel, Successive-Over relaxation etc. offer an 
alternative way of solving the equations with much reduced demand in storage 
requirements. If rapid convergence is achieved, a  sufficiently accurate solution can 
be obtained in a much shorter time than a direct method. However, the convergence 
rate of these methods is very much affected by the condition of the equations and 
could be quite slow in some problems and in others, indeed, may never happen.
In recent years, the Conjugate Gradient method [16] has been rediscovered and 
proved to be efficient when used with a suitable preconditioner. The method is said 
to be a direct method in principle since it converges to the true solution in N  steps 
if exact arithmetic is used. In practice, however, it behaves more like an iterative 
method and produces an accurate enough solution in a much smaller number of 
steps. Similar to other iterative methods, the convergence of the Conjugate Gradient 
method is closely linked to the condition of the m atrix [17]. As such, the use of the
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method in its basic form to solve matrices resulting from Finite Elements usually 
results in very slow convergence.
The technique of preconditioning [18] is introduced to improve the rate of conver­
gence. The idea basically involved the multiplication of the matrix K  by a precon­
ditioning matrix P  so that the condition of K P  is much improved over the original 
one. This leads to a better rate of convergence when the transformed matrix is 
solved using the Conjugate Gradient method. The best preconditioning matrix is 
the inverse of K , K _1; then the solution will converge in 1 iteration. The construc­
tion of an exact K " 1, however, brings us back to  all the problems suffered by the 
direct methods. Moreover, there is no need to perform any C-G iteration if K - 1  is 
obtained since the equations are practically solved.
A reasonable compromise in practice is to construct a matrix which is only an ap­
proximate inverse to K  and is relatively cheap to compute. The Incomplete Cholesky 
Decomposition technique [19] is a convenient way of obtaining such approximate in­
verse. The Cholesky Decomposition method constructs a triangular m atrix such 
that
K  = LLt ,
where L is a lower triangular matrix. An incomplete Cholesky decomposition of K  
, on the other hand, constructs a triangular m atrix 1/  which is only an approximate 
to L :
K  ss L 'L 'r . (2.45)
1/ is incomplete in that some terms are missing. This is permissible since we are 
only looking for an approximate decomposition. Hence the name ICCG which stands
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for “Incomplete Cholesky-Conjugate Gradient” . Various strategies can be used to 
decide which terms are to be kept, the one by Kershaw [20] which retains the sparsity 
structure of the original matrix by ignoring entries in L which fall outside the sparsity 
pattern of K  is an example.
The preconditioned system of equations of equation (2.20) now can be w ritten as :
[L '-1K (I / t )~1](L't A ) =  (L '_1/ )  (2.46)
[K ']{A '} =  { /'}  (2.47)
Conjugate Gradient iteration is then performed on equation (2.47) instead of equa­




Lagrange M ultipliers in 2D Finite E lem ents
3.1 Introduction
The Finite Element method has proved to be extremely useful in solving a wide 
range of electromagnetic field problems, among these is the modelling of electrical 
machines. The difficulties in modelling these types of devices, as mentioned in 
Chapter 1 , is because in addition to varying the excitation/load param eters, the 
movement of the rotor have to be taken into consideration. This la tter requirement 
means tha t instead of solving one fixed position, a whole series of rotor positions 
has to  be solved in order that the relationship between certain device characteristics 
and the rotor position can be studied. This knowledge is essential in understanding 
the devices and also later in the optimisation process.
The problems associated with this multiple positions problem have been discussed 
in Chapter 1 and a brief review of the techniques proposed before has been given. 
The chapter has concluded that there is a lack of methods general enough to be 
applied to both 2 and 3D problems. The objective of this chapter is thus to  develop 
a scheme for solving this multiple position problem in 2D. Its extension to  3D will be 
presented in Chapter 5. The scheme is based on the use of the Lagrange multipliers 
method.
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3.2 T he Variational Approach to  the 2D A  Formula­
tion
In Chapter 2, it was shown how the Galerkin Weighted Residual method can be 
used to transform the governing equation of the vector potential formulation into a 
set of linear equations. It was also mentioned th a t the same set of equations can 
alternatively be obtained by formulating the governing equation in variational terms 
by means of an energy related functional. The la tter approach is sometimes preferred 
since it provides a physical meaning to  the minimisation process. A similar benefit 
can be enjoyed if it is used to introduce the Lagrange multipliers into the system. 
This section reviews briefly the variational approach to the 2D formulation. The
same approach will also be used in subsequent sections to introduce the Lagrange
multipliers.
Using the magnetic vector potential, A  , we have to solve for
V x i/V x A  =  J .  (3.1)
The variational formulation of the above equation centres on the establishment of 
an equivalent functional. Subsequent minimisation of this functional leads to a set 
of linear equations. It is shown in Appendix B tha t a suitable equivalent functional 
for the above equation is
n  = J  A(V x j / V x A )  -  2 (A  ■ J )  dV. (3.2)
Q
According to variational principles [13], the solution function that minimises II is
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also the solution of equation (3.1). As shown in Appendix B, equation (3.2) can be 
rewritten in the following form :
n =  / ^ ( V x A ) ( V x A ) - ( A - J ) d F . (3.3)
Which in 2D reduces to
' - J r  & ) ' * < £ )
-  (A*J2) dxdy. (3.4)
The governing equation (3.1) can easily be shown to be the Euler equation of this 
functional by performing a variation on it. For convenience, A z and Jz will be 
written as A and J for the rest of this chapter. Approximating the vector potential 
in the usual way as
k
A =  X > ,A ,- ,
«=1
and substituting it into equation (3.4), the following is obtained.
n= J r \ {  e ^ ) 2+ ( e ^ ) 1 - ( s : ^ ) ^  (3-5)
Minimisation of II requires that the variation with respect to each nodal A  be zero. 
For a typical variable A j , we have
j m
dA dy
-(W ,J )d x d y  =  0. (3.6)
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Differentiating II with respect to all nodal A  results in an set of equations which can 
be seen to be identical to tha t obtained with the Galerkin method in Section 2.3.1. 
The global stiffness matrix and load vector can be calculated by summing all elemen­
ta l stiffness matrices and load vectors following standard Finite Element techniques.
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3.3 Lagrange M ultipliers
Instead of pursuing the remeshing path for a solution to the multiple position prob­
lem, the method developed in this chapter approaches the problem in a different way, 
using the Lagrange multipliers method. The Lagrange multipliers method is closely 
associated with the study of optimisation of functions under subsidiary conditions.
Consider the minimisation of a two-dimensional function / (x ,  y) subject to the con­
straint
c(x,y)  = 0.
Using the Lagrange multipliers method, the solution to this constrained problem 
is obtained by minimising a new function F (x ,y , A) constructed from /(x ,y )  and 
c(x,y) :
F ( x , y , \ )  =  / (x ,y )  +  A e(x,y) (3.7)
where A is the Lagrange multiplier. The equations to be solved are obtained by 
differentiating F(x , y ,  A) with respect to x, y and A and are therefore :
9F(x , y ,  A) d f ( x , y )  y dc(x,y)
— d i —  “  — d ^  + x ~ f o ~  = 0 (3 '8)
dF(x , y ,  A) _  d f ( x , y )  Xd c ( x , y ) _ n /0
d T ~  ~  +  (3 '9)
= C(«,y) = 0 (3.10)
These are also the necessary conditions for a local minimum to occur at a point 
(x*,y*) according to the theory of optimisation [21]. The first two conditions are
the same as saying tha t at (x*,y*) the normal vectors of /(x ,y )  and c(x,y) axe
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related by
V/(z*,y*) =  AVc(x*,»*).
Any small variation along the constraint curve c(x,y)  from this point will be or­
thogonal to  V f (x*,y*).  The last condition requires that (£*,2/*) must also satisfy 
the specified constraint. These conditions are illustrated in Fig.(3.1). At the point 
(x f, yf) at which V f ( x ', y') ^  AVc(x', 3/ ) ,  it is possible to move in a direction orthog­
onal to V c ( x \ y () and at the same time reduce f ( x , y ) .  Such a direction does not 
exist at the local minimum point (x*,y*).  Generalization of the Lagrange multipli­
ers method to multi-dimensional functions with multiple constraints can be found, 
for example, in [2 1 ].
Contours of f(x,y)
Figure 3.1: Example constrained problem in two-dimension
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3.4 U sing the Lagrange M ultipliers
To see how the Lagrange multipliers method can be used for our purpose, consider 
the schematic diagrams in Fig.(3.2) which show the two most common type of 
movement found in electrical machine problems: linear translation and circular 





Figure 3.2: Translational and rotational movements
To begin with, it is assumed that the problem we are going to consider consists of 
only one moving and one stationary part. It is also assumed tha t the movement 
does not cause the parts to collide with each other. As happens in most practical 
cases, the presence of an air gap between the moving and the stationary part is 
assumed. This last assumption allows us to concentrate the discussion on coupling 
regions which carry no eddy currents.
The two members of the model are first meshed up as two independent meshes 
following the normal Finite Element procedure. A special sliding interface, the
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shape of which is consistent with the type of movement, is introduced into the air 
gap. The two meshes are then brought together to meet on this sliding interface; 
they are also allowed to move freely on this interface relative to each other. This 
sliding interface is different from the ‘slip’ surface mentioned in Section 1.1 in that 
nodes from the two meshes do not need to be matched on the interface.
Consider the case shown in Fig.(3.3) which consists of an upper moving mesh, and 







Figure 3.3: A typical problem with moving parts
Following the variational approach outlined in Section 3.2, functionals of the form 
of equation (3.4) can be written for the two meshes separately. Using a subscript 
M  to indicate quantities belonging to the moving region and a subscript S  for the
3 6
stationary region, we have
and




dy^ = S \
Qs
The functional for the whole system now becomes
n = uM + n5.









0 k 5 A 5
Minimising II will result in a system of equations which can be represented in matrix 
form as
(3.14)
In the above equation K M, A M and iM are the stiffness matrix, potential vector and 
the force vector of the moving mesh respectively. The corresponding m atrix and 
vectors of the stationary mesh are denoted with a  subscript S . The above equation 
as it stands still represents two unconnected problems. There is no coupling between 
the potentials of the two meshes. In order to link them together, extra conditions 
specifying certain relationships between the potentials have to  be imposed. For the 
present configuration, it would appear tha t the most obvious constraint to be placed 
upon the potentials is to require them to be continuous across the sliding interface. 
T hat is, we impose
Am As = 0 on rA. " (3.15)
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In 2D Finite Element modelling using vector potential, this is equivalent to  impos­
ing the continuity of B • n across the interface. The Lagrange multipliers method 
mentioned earlier can be used to enforce this constraint. Following the procedure 
outlined in Section 3.3, a new functional II' is formed such that
n' = n + J  A(Am -  As) dl. (3.16)
Notice tha t the line integral above is performed on the interface T\  as this is where 
the potentials of the two meshes are required to be made continuous. The Lagrange 
multiplier A is now a new function of the independent coordinates defined only on T\ , 
instead of a scalar number as indicated before. A solution to the coupled problem 
is obtained by minimising II' with respect to AM, A s and A.
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3.5 A  Physical Interpretation o f the Lagrange 
M ultipliers
The Lagrange multipliers technique has so far been viewed solely as a mathematical 
device for enforcing the potential continuity constraints on the interface. It is, 
however, possible to show that in our case the Lagrange multiplier has a physical 
significance with respect to the original problem. Such physical identification of the 
Lagrange multipliers will help to explain in the next chapter why the method works 
better than some of the other similar implementations.
To obtain first of all a physical meaning of the Lagrange multipliers in the 2D A 
case, consider again the equivalent energy functional :
n = J  ^ ( v 2a) - ( A j )d S .
The first variation of II is
« n =  /i /(VA)«(VA)-«AJd5. (3.17)
Integrating by parts, we obtain
6U = J  [-£A (i/V 2A) -  6Aj] dS  +  f  6A(uVA)  • dl, (3.18)
which can be written as
=  -  J  6A(  1/V2A +  J) dS +  j i k  ( " ^ )  dl- (3-19)
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Similar expressions can be written for the moving and stationary side so tha t we 
have
6n  =  #iim +  <ms
— J  — [^Ajvf(t/AfV2AA/)] — [<$AmJ m] di? + £  6AM ^ ^
J  -[<5As(ys V2As)] -  [tf ASJ S] dS +  j SAs ( " * + + )  dl. (3-20) 
Restating the Lagrange multipliers functional, equation (3.16).
n' = n + J  a(am -  As)di
r A
The first variation of the this functional is required to be zero so that
' =  £(II +  y  A(AM -  As ) dl) 
r A
= 611 + J  6X(AM -  A s) dl + j  6AmX dl -  J  6ASX dl. (3.21)
r A r A r A
which can be expanded to give
' =  [  6AM( - v MV 2A M - 3 M)AS + f  6As( - v s V 2A s -  J s )d S  +
ftiVf
/ 6Am(vu ^ -  +  A)dl +  j  SAs (vs j ^ -  -  A)dl +
I'Mr A r A
j>6X(AM -  As )dl. (3.22)
r A
SUf is required to be zero with respect to any variations 6AM, 6AS and 6X. The
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first two surface integrals are those of the originally disconnected M  and S  meshes. 
The last line integral of tfll' simply restates the constraint itself while the first and 
second line integral provide a physical meaning to the Lagrange multipliers. It can 
be seen tha t :
A -  ( )  (3.23)dn M 
f  f) A
A = +
i - i t )  <3!«
Thus the Lagrange multipliers can be interpreted as the tangential component of H 
at the interface T\ .
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3.6 N um erical Im plem entation
On the interface Ta, the Lagrange multipliers can be approximated in a way similar 
to the vector potential using the idea of shape functions.
k
A =  E JV^ A*' (3-25)
t=i
In the above there are k nodal values of A and N n  is the i’th shape function for the 
multipliers. It is possible to create new line elements in 2D to implement the above 
equation. A more convenient scheme, however, is to use the surface discretization 
of either one of the two meshes to approximate A. This is achieved by conceptually 
placing the multipliers at the interface nodes of the selected mesh. We will call 
this mesh the master mesh and the other one the slave mesh. Using this approach 
avoids the extra complexities arising from the creation of new surface elements. 
Each node of the master mesh which is on Ta now has two variables attached; the 
vector potential and the Lagrange multiplier.
Equation(3.16) is again minimised, this time with respect to both A and A, to yield 
a system of linear equations. Substituting the shape function approximations of A 
and A into equation (3.16), we obtain
n< = n+/ E ^ A (E -  E N*As)dL (3-26)
r A










+  /  ^ ( E ^ ) dl =  o
r x
Sk
j r  =  J n „ ( E ^ - E ^ a s ) ^  = o.
dA Sk Ta
Ta
This can be written in matrix form as
' >













where K n  and fn is the stiffness matrix and force vector of equation (3.14) respec­
tively and
K =  J  NLi(J2 NMAM -  Y^NsAs)A1.
Ta
The final stiffness matrix is still symmetric though now with zeros on the diagonals 
of the A rows.
3 .6 .1  N u m e r ic a l  I n te g r a t io n
The line integrals are evaluated in a similar element by element manner on r A as 
would be done in a conventional Finite Element scheme although the details are 
more complex. The interface edge of each master element on T is considered in 
turn. Since the nodes on T\  do not need to be matched, each master q.dge may
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overlap with more than one slave edge at any time, thus making it impossible to 
perform the integration over it in one single step. Instead, the integration has to be 
carried out over the few overlap edge-segments which the master edge makes with 
the slave edges. This extra step is a direct result of the presence of the cross-interface 
shape function product term in the line integrals of equations (3.27) to (3.29).
Master
Slave
Figure 3.4: Integration over overlapping segments
Referring to Fig.(3.4) which illustrates a representative overlap pattern on the in­
terface, the contributions of the integral over the interface edge of element M\ to 
row Ai and A2 are
J  N Ll(NMlAMl + N M, A M2 — ^ s 1A Sl — N s2A S2) d\ +
Pi




J  N l 2( N MiA Mi + Nm2Am2 ~ N SlA Sl — Ns 2A S2) d \  +
Pi
J N l2( NMi A Mi -f N M2A M2 — N s2A s2 — N SzAs3)d\
respectively. W ith A defined at the nodal points of the master elements, the shape 
functions of the A’s , N L, can conveniently be replaced by N M. The local matrix of 
the above then becomes
‘ -
K M l  M x K m 2 M i
A - m x
K m x m 2 K m 2 m 2
A  M i
0
S j ^  M 2 S]
A s i
K M i  S 2 ^  m 2 s 2
A s 2
K  M x S3 K  M 2 S3
A s 3
K  M l K  M 2 K m x S 2 K M l  S3 A i
0





K  mx Mi — f  -^ Afj N Ml dl K M2Ml =  f  N m2N Mi dl
P1+P2 P1+P2
KMim2 = I  ^ M i N m2 dl A M2M2 = f  N M2N Ml dl
P1+P2 P1+P2
k Mxsi = - f  N MlN Sl dl K M2Sl = - f  n M2n Si dl
Pi Pi
KMi s2 =  ~ /  N MlN$2 dl K M2S2 =  — f  N M2Ns2 dl
P1+P2 P1+P2
K mis3 = - f  N MlN S3 dl K M2s3 = - f  n M2n S3 dl
P2 p 2
Integration over an overlapping segment such as Pi in Fig.(3.4) can be done numer­
ically using Gaussian Quadrature. The integration limits, however, will not be the 
standard (—1,1) anymore. Nevertheless, standard quadrature sampling points and 
weights can still be used, provided the limits are first transformed to  the standard 
one by [22]
,  =  .(2 x ~- (a +  6 )). (3.32)
( 6 - a )
Thus, an integral with limits a < x < b is transformed as
/  /(X ) d* = ( ^ )  J  f  + (* + «!)  d ,. (3.33)
a  -1
W ith Gaussian Quadrature, this is equivalent to transforming the sampling point 
with equation (3.32) and the weighting factor modified by the constant (6—a)/2 . The 
local matrix in equation (3.31) can easily be incorporated into the global stiffness 
matrix following standard Finite Element procedures.
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Periodic conditions specified can be handled without much difficulties. On the 
other hand, the case in which the two meshes do not fully overlap will require extra 
computational steps. This is illustrated in Fig.(3.5). In this particular case, rotor 
edges which are found ‘outside’ the limits of the stator mesh ha ve to be conceptually 
rotated clockwise by 180 degree to the other side of the mesh to look for overlapping 
edges. The shape functions of the nodes and the Lagrange multipliers also have to 
be transformed to the correct frame of reference before the line integral is evaluated. 




Edges rotated 180 degree 
to the other side of the mesh















Evaluate equation (3.30) 
and form local matrix
For each overlap segment
Mark nodes and 
elements on interface
Identitfy Master and 
Slave edges
Select Master and 
Slave mesh
Assemble local matrix 
into the global matrix
Define interface shap 
(Linear or circular)
Find overlapping Slave 
edges and identify the 
overlapping segment
Figure 3.6: Flow Chart outlining 2D implementation of Lagrange 
Multipliers
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3.7 N u m erica l T ests
The Lagrange multipliers method described in the previous sections has been imple­
mented. This section examines the various properties of the method when applied to 
a typical Finite Element problem. The answers obtained were also compared with 
that from a standard Finite Element mesh. The test configuration used consists 
of an iron C-core placed above an iron plate as shown in Fig.(3.7). The material 
properties and dimensions of the individual parts are also indicated on the figure. 
The materials were assumed linear and the problem was modelled using the 2D 










All dimensions in mm
Figure 3.7: Dimensions of the test problem
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To gain initial confidence in the method, the test problem was first solved using 
standard Finite Element techniques. The mesh used is shown in Fig.(3.8). Only 
half of the problem had to be modelled due to the symmetry. The same mesh was 
then split up along the middle of the air gap, forming two separate meshes. These 
were coupled together and solved using the Lagrange multipliers formulation. The 
answers obtained from the two runs were compared. The normal finite element 
mesh has 2268 unknowns. This number was increased to 2340 with the Lagrange 
multipliers formulation. Half of the increase was due to the extra normal nodes on 
the interface, the other half was the Lagrange multipliers. The difference in the 
time taken to solve them was negligible on an HP 720 workstation. The resulting 
contour plots of the vector potential are shown in Fig.(3.9) and Fig.(3.10).






Figure 3.8: Finite Elements mesh of the test problem
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F IL E  ; NCORE //C C AC o n t o u r  o f  A (N o rm a l F i n i t e  E le m e n t s
Figure 3.9: Contours of A using normal Finite Elements
F IL E  : HCORELA
C o n to u r  o f  A ( L a g r a n g e  M u l t i p l i e r s !
Figure 3.10: Contours of A using Lagrange Multipliers Method
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The same contour levels were used in both plots and there are no visible discrep­
ancies observed between the two plots. To examine the effect, if any, the Lagrange 
multipliers has on the answers both locally and globally, the stored energy and 
the force on the lower iron-bar were calculated and compared. This is shown in 
Table (3.1) on page 59. The Y-component of the B field in the air gap is also com­
pared in Fig.(3.11). Good agreement between the answers can be observed from 
these results.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of B y in the air gap
A more interesting comparison, however, is to compare the actual potential values 
at the centre of the air gap, where the Lagrange interface is situated. This is shown 
in Fig.(3.12) and again shows a good degree of agreement between the two methods. 
In fact, discrepancy between the answers only began to occur at the 6th.decimal
5 2
place.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of A  in the air gap
3.7.1 Non-coincident N odes
As mentioned, one of the advantages of using the Lagrange multipliers method is 
that it permits the presence of non-coincident nodes on the interface. Further tests 
were therefore carried out to examine the ability of the method to handle non­
coincident interface nodes. To this end, the lower mesh in Fig.(3.8) that contains 
the iron bar was modified to introduce such nodes into the system. The modified 
mesh is shown in Fig.(3.13).
The model was solved and Fig.(3.14) shows a contour plot of the answer. It was
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Figure 3.13: Modified mesh with non-coincident nodes
encouraging to see that the contours are still remarkably continuous across the 
interface. Nonetheless, the fact that nodes were appearing in the middle of an 
adjacent edge made it more important to examine how the potentials of the 2 meshes 
are matched at the interface here compared with the previous ‘matched’ case. For 
this, the graph of the nodal potentials of the 2 meshes on the interface was obtained 
and is shown in Fig.(3.15). A good match between the potential values can be 
observed, reinforcing the previous findings.
3.7.2 Unbalanced N ode Distribution
The number of nodes of the two meshes on the interface and their distribution along 
it are so far closely matched. This represents a somewhat idealised situation which is
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Figure 3.14: Contour plot of A
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Figure 3.15: Graphs showing how interface potentials are matched
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often difficult to achieve in practice. Usually, these would vary from place to place 
along the interface in a more acute manner. It is, therefore, of practical interest 
to examine how the method performs in these conditions. The problem mesh of 
Fig.(3.13) was modified with its top mesh refined as shown in Fig.(3.16).
F IL E  ; LC0RE2
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Figure 3.16: Mesh with upper part refined
There are on average about 5 nodes of the the top mesh adjoining each edge of the 
lower mesh. Also of interest is the question of whether it is better to define the 
Lagrange multipliers on the finer mesh or not. Both possibilities were tried. The 
resulting contour plot of the answer with the Lagrange multipliers defined on the 
finer top mesh of Fig.(3.13) is shown in Fig.(3.17). The continuity of the contour 
across the interface is clearly displayed. With the Lagrange multipliers defined at 
the coarser bottom mesh, a similar contour plot was also obtained.
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Figure 3.17: Contour plot of the refined mesh
The graphs of the potential along the interface in both cases are shown in Fig.(3.18) 
and Fig.(3.19). As can be seen, the potentials are well coupled together in both 
cases. Closer examination of the graphs revealed evidence which indicates that 
defining the Lagrange multipliers at the finer mesh enforces the constraints more 
vigorously at local level than the other case. This though may seem to suggest 
that with a denser Lagrange function, a better answer could be achieved. Such a 
conclusion, however, does not necessary follow as we must bear in mind that the 
coarser mesh is the ultimate barrier to a more accurate answer.
It must also be pointed out that despite all these doubts about the Lagrange mul­
tipliers not being able to pin down the potentials together absolutely at the local 
level, the constraint was found to be satisfied extremely well in an average sense 
in both cases. This is in fact what the constraint in equation (3.16) has originally
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Figure 3.18: Showing Potential along interface with Lagrange Multipliers 
defined at the finer top mesh
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Figure 3.19: Showing Potential along interface with Lagrange Multipliers 
defined at the coarser bottom mesh
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asked for. It only demands the potential to be continuous in a weighted average 
sense on the interface. In this respect, it can be seen that the Lagrange multipliers 
has achieved a good degree of success in both cases.
Table (3.1) summaries the results of the stored energy and force calculations on the 
various models. The last row of results was obtained from a very fine mesh of the 
problem solved using a normal Finite Element mesh and is intended to serve as a 
reference for the calculations.
# Model Number of Stored energy Force on bar
unknowns per metre (J) per metre (N)
1 Normal mesh Fig.(3.8) 2234 100.664 2311.5
2 (1) with Lagrange 2340 100.671 2311.8
3 (2) with upper mesh re­
fined Lagrange at upper 
mesh Fig.(3.13)
24066 101.298 2328.5
4 (3) with Lagrange at 
bottom mesh
23955 101.325 2332.2
5 Very fine normal mesh 74813 101.597 2344.9
Table 3.1: Table of 2D results
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3.8 E xperim ental Verification
To verify the method experimentally, the test rig of Fig.(3.27) was used. It was 
originally designed for verification of non-linear modelling of transient 3D eddy 
currents formulations but was found suitable for our test purposes since it allows 
the method to  be easily tested at a broad range of saturation. The rig is physically 
similar to a two pole switched reluctance motor but with both the rotor and stator 
built with solid steel. The rotor is mounted on a non-magnetic stainless steel shaft 
with provision for easy adjustment to different positions. The stator is fitted with 
two 350 turns coils and is securely fastened to an outer cage which can swing relative 
to the rotor.
The experiment involved the measurement of the steady state torque produced at 
different rotor positions. This was done by attaching the stator cage to a Kistler load 
cell which measures transient torques. The rotor was first adjusted to the desired 
angle and then securely locked. A constant magnitude step current of 7.515A was 
applied to the two coils. The transient torque waveforms were recorded and then the 
steady state results were deduced. This was repeated at several other rotor positions 
to simulate different saturation conditions. The rig was demagnetized between each 
measurement.
Experience has indicated that the accuracy of a non-linear FE analysis depends 
critically on the accuracy of the BH curves used. To ensure tha t the BH charac­
teristics used in the model accurately represent tha t of the test rig, the steel was 
annealed after machining to homogenise the magnetic characteristics. The initial 
magnetisation curve of a cylindrical sample was measured using a Magnet Physic
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REMAGRAPH BH  tester. This curve is shown in Fig.(3.20). The dimensions of 
the magnetic parts of the rig and the coils are shown in Fig.(3.21) and Fig.(3.22).
H (Amp-turns per metre)
Figure 3.20: BH characteristic used
3.8.1 2D Finite Elements Model
The rotor and stator were meshed up as two separate meshes, touching each other 
at the centre of the air gap. Fig.(3.23) shows a general view of the 2D mesh used, 
the inset illustrates how the meshes do not match at the interface. The bottom 
half of the two meshes are symmetric with the top half. As can be seen, the use 















Figure 3.22: Dimensions of the stator coil
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refinement to be coupled together easily. This is particularly useful in such cases 
where features of two adjacent parts are so different that it is difficult to represent 
the intermediate air with a sensible mesh.
/ jC S AF IL E  » TP5T h e  FE m esh
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Figure 3.23: A general view of the 2D mesh
The mesh of Fig.(3.23) represents the rotor 5° away from the position where the 
two poles are completely aligned. The 2D model was set up to have a series of rotor 
positions solved successively starting from the aligned position. All together, 26 
positions were solved and it took about 23 minutes on an HP720 workstation.
Fig.(3.24) compares the 2D calculated torques and the experimental measurements. 
The results compare reasonably well considering the amount of approximation that 
2D Finite Elements has intrinsically made on the model. The 2D formulation made 
the assumptions that the model is infinitely long in the third, Z, direction and that
6 3
fields vary only in the XY direction. Though this is a reasonable assumption for 
devices which are relatively long in length, the rig, unfortunately, does not fit too 
well into this category. Its length is short compared with the radius. There are 
strong 3D effects at the end of the device: flux leaking in the axial direction, extra 
MMF being injected into the stator pole by the end turns and so on, all interact in a 
complex manner. It is no surprise tha t omitting these effects will affect the solution. 
As will be seen later, the correspondence between measured and calculated torques 
improves with the use of 3D FE. Fig.(3.25) and Fig.(3.26) shows the contours of 
A  and the saturation at four different rotor positions. The trend of saturation is 
very similar to that found in a switched reluctance motor; severe local saturation 
occurred near the tip of the pole when they began to overlap while everywhere else 
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Figure 3.24: Graph comparing measured and 2D FE calculated torque
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Figure 3.25: Showing flux patterns at different rotor positions
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Figure 3.26: Showing saturation patterns at different rotor positions
Figure 3.27: The test rig
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3.9 Conclusions
This chapter has introduced the use of the Lagrange multipliers method in 2D Finite 
Elements for coupling disconnected meshes together. Extra equations constraining 
the continuity of potential across mesh interfaces were introduced into the original 
system by Lagrange multipliers, resulting in a new modified functional. Solution 
to the constrained problem was obtained by finding the stationary point of this 
modified functional.
Numerical implementation of the method has been described. Although extra steps 
have to be taken to handle segmented integration paths as a result of adjacent meshes 
not totally matched at their interface, the method in general is readily incorporated 
into existing FE packages.
Investigations into the various operational aspects of the method have also been car­
ried out. Results have shown tha t solutions produced by the method are comparable 
to  tha t obtained from a similar mesh using normal Finite Element techniques. A 
valuable feature of the Lagrange multipliers method is its ability to couple meshes 
with different numbers of nodes together. A node ratio of 1:5 happening locally 
between two adjoining meshes does not seem to pose any serious difficulties. Nev­
ertheless, it must be pointed out again that the accuracy of the solution in such an 
unbalanced case will most likely be limited by the coarser member of the meshes. 
Similarly, using more Lagrange multipliers than it is needed does not necessarily 
lead to improvement on the accuracy of the solution.
Experiments have been performed to verify the method. These involved the mea­
surement of the rotor torque of a switched reluctance motor like test rig under
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different levels of saturation. Results were satisfactory considering the type of as­
sumptions made by the 2D formulation.
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Chapter 4
A lternative Im plem entations o f the Lagrange
M ultipliers M ethod
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, a way of implementing the Lagrange multipliers method 
in Finite Elements has been described. The various aspects of tha t implementa­
tion have also been investigated and have proved favourable. The implementation 
of the method followed a path which is both natural to the standard Finite Ele­
ment technique and compatible with the form of the constraint equation introduced. 
This involved approximating the Lagrange multipliers function with existing mesh 
discretizations, hence nodal shape functions, and integrating the product of the 
Lagrange multipliers and the vector potential along the interface.
This, as expected, is just one possible way of implementing the method. Other 
possibilities exist. To be able to use this approach with confidence in the long term, 
it is essential that its performance be studied and compared with tha t of the other 
approaches.
This forms the objective of this chapter. In particular, the following three alternative 
schemes will be considered. These will be referred to as :
1. Point Collocation Lagrange method,
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2. Re-substituted Lagrange method and
3. Penalty method.
The Point Collocation Lagrange method uses the point collocation idea (Appendix C) 
to approximate the Lagrange multiplier function. This makes the implementation 
of the method easier to carry out and the method was in fact the first one imple­
mented. The Re-substituted Lagrange method substitutes the Lagrange multipliers 
with its physical interpretation as described in Section 3.5 and is attractive because 
it does not increase the number of unknown in the problem. The Penalty method 
is a popular method used to impose constraints onto the original problem and has 
been used successfully in Finite Elements in other contexts [23]. Similar to the 
Re-substituted Lagrange method, the Penalty method does not introduction extra 
unknowns into the system. A hybrid of the Lagrange multipliers method and the 
Penalty method, the Augmented Lagrange multipliers method will also be briefly 
discussed.
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4.2 Point Collocation Lagrange M ethod
In the previous chapter, the Lagrange multipliers function in the modified functional
n ' =  n +  / A ( A „ - A s )di  (4 .i)
r*
was approximated following the usual Finite Element approach. Hence, we have
A = X > l.A , (4.2)
1 = 1
The shape function was chosen to be the same as tha t of the nodal potential of one 
of the two meshes concerned. In so doing, the line integral of equation (3.16) has to 
be evaluated and special arrangements have be made to handle partially overlapped 
edges. Although this approach has been demonstrated to produce very good results, 
it is nevertheless constructive to investigate a similar implementation of the method 
using the point collocation idea. The most attractive feature of this latter approach 
is undoubtedly the ease of its implementation.
In this point collation scheme, the shape function N L above is replaced by the Delta 
Dirac function. That is,
N Li =  Si = 6(x -  Xi).
Equation(4.1) is now written as
n ' =  n  +  £ > a,(a m -  a s ).
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Using the properties of the Delta Dirac function and differentiating with respect to 
At-, we have
d n f
= [Nm-A-m],- — [NSAS](-, (4-3)
in which [jj- means evaluate the contents of the brackets at point i.
The form of d ll '/d A M and d ll '/d A s are modified in a similar fashion. Thus we now 
require that the constraints be satisfied at ‘N’ discrete collocation points. Only the 
value of the relationship at these points are needed to be evaluated. This results in 
a significant simplification on the algorithm required.
4.2.1 Selection of C ollocation Points
The implementation of the method is very similar to that of the integration method. 
Instead of integrating along the interface, a series of points where the equations are 
evaluated is now selected. The simplest choice is perhaps to sample the constraint at 
the nodal points of one of the two meshes on the interface. This choice of sampling 
point is possible as we are dealing with the actual unknown function, the vector 
potential, which is continuous across elements.
For problems with nodes evenly spaced along the interface such as the one shown in 
Fig.(3.8), it was observed that the Point Collocation method produced comparable 
results to the integration method. A more interesting test is, as before, to apply the 
method to a problem with widely varying node distribution along the interface. The 
mesh shown in Fig.(3.13) was used for this purpose. The resulting contour of A  with 
the sampling points chosen to be at the interface nodes of the lower (coarser) mesh 
is shown in Fig.(4.1). Distinct discontinuities in the contours can easily.be seen.
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The corresponding contour plot obtained using the integration method is shown in 
Fig.(4.2). Fig.(4.3) shows how the potential at the interface are tied together by 
both methods. It confirms the better coupling power of the integration method.
/ V t S AFILE : LCORE1Contour plot of A (Point Collocation)
[CC] Contours of A
Figure 4.1: Contour plot of A with Point Collocation
This poor coupling power of the Point Collocation method is directly due to the 
fact that each Lagrange multiplier only links the potential of the nodes at which it 
is located to that of the two end nodes of the edge which it is touching. Fig.(4.4) 
depicts this situation. Potential at M\ is only linked to that at S\ and S 2 in the 
figure. Similarly, M 2 is linked to S 4  and S 5 , leaving S3  somewhat free floating. This 
lack of constraint on S3  causes it to drop out of alignment, thus resulting in a graph 
similar to Fig.(4.3). The accuracy of the answer is bound to suffer if more nodes 
like S 3  exist.
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Figure 4.2: Contour plot of A with integration Lagrange
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Figure 4.4: Linking of potential in Point Collocation method
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In contrast, each Lagrange multiplier in the integration method provides linkage 
support to  a greater number of interface nodes. Taking Fig.(4.4) as an example 
again, potentials at M2 would be linked to  Si through S7. S3 is not free floating 
anymore in this case. As a result, the constraints are satisfied more successfully in 
a global sense.
It was also observed that the potentials at the region directly underneath the core 
leg are much better tied together than elsewhere along the interface. This is also 
true in the Point Collocation case. The core leg and the iron bar both have a high 
relative permeability. Flux in this region, to a large extent, is running normal to 
the interface. Normal flux is precisely the natural boundary condition in the Vector 
Potential formulation. Potentials in this region, therefore, do not require great effort 
to be tied together.
This suggests that the Point Collocation method will have difficulties in cases where 
the flux is tangential to the interface. This situation can easily be simulated by 
simply reducing the relative permeability of the iron bar. Fig.(4.5) shows the vector 
of B with fir of the bar reduced to 1 x 10-3 using Point Collocation Lagrange. 
The Lagrange multipliers are located at the bottom  coarse mesh. The vectors in 
regions further away from the core leg can be seen to  oscillate up and down. The 
corresponding vector plot using the integration method is shown in Fig.(4.6). The 
vectors of B can be seen to be following a consistent path.
Fig.(4.7) compares the nodal potential on the interface returned by the two methods. 
As predicated, the interface potentials of the upper mesh in the Point Collocation 
case oscillate widely. Notice also tha t the potentials in the region underneath the 
core leg are quite well coupled in both cases. The disadvantage of using the Point
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Collocation method is clearly highlighted by these results.
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Figure 4.7: Oscillation of potential in Point Collocation method
The alternative scheme of placing the Lagrange Multipliers at the upper denser mesh 
has also been tried. Although the vector plot and the coupling of the potential at 
the interface has much improved over the earlier results, they were still not as good 
as that of the integration method. A natural extension of this idea is to put a 
Lagrange Multiplier at every node on the interface. This strategy is not pursued 
further as it will introduce a lot more unknowns into the system which would most 
likely make the solution more difficult to obtain.
There is also the ‘Orthogonal collation’ scheme [24] which basically places the sam­
pling points at the Gauss-point of the element. This was also not attempted as we
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did not think it will have significant advantages over the integration method. Fur­
thermore, it would also suffer from the same oscillation problem as above in region 
where mesh discretizations are widely different.
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4.3 R e-substituted  Lagrange M ethod
It has been shown in Section 3.5 that a physical meaning can be attached to the 
Lagrange multipliers. In particular, the Lagrange multiplier as used in the vector 
potential formulation is identified as the tangential component of H  on the mesh 
interface. The implication of this identification is tha t it is possible to create a new 
modified variational functional of equation (3.16) based on this new interpretation 
of the Lagrange multipliers. Since the Lagrange multipliers and their new physical 
meaning are theoretically equivalent, so are the two variational principles.
4 .3 .1  M o d ify in g  th e  L agrange F u n ctio n a l
The identification of the Lagrange multipliers enables a new modified variational 
principle, in which A is replaced by H  x n at the interface, to be established. Using 
equations (3.16) and (3.23), this new functional can be written as
n'1 = n +  J  -  (Am -  As)dl. (4.4)
Since the ( i ' f ^ )  term can be evaluated at the interface using existing nodal vector 
potential variables, this modified approach does not require the introduction of new 
unknowns to model the Lagrange multipliers. This is an attractive advantage over 
the original implementation. Numerically TLh can be written as
n* = n + J (E N« A« -  E N^ ) dl (4-5)
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and the typical contributions to the system are,
dnh en r on
J Uumr A
- +  J  ( E  N >-AM -  E  N°As) ^  (4-6)
£  = £  + (4-7)
J J r A
Alternatively, equation (3.24) can be used in place of equation (3.23) in equation (4.4) 
since theoretically both refer to the same H xn  a t the interface. The implementation 
of this method follows closely that described earlier. Modifications are only needed 
to  be made when evaluating the above two equations.
4 .3 .2  T est on  th e  R e -su b s t itu te d  L agran ge
The C-core model was again used to test the performance of this scheme. Fig.(4.8) 
to  Fig.(4.10) are some results obtained from the test. Fig.(4.8) is the resulting 
contours of the vector potentials. Discontinuity in the contours across the interface 
can easily be seen. This is also reflected in the vector plot of B in Fig.(4.9) in which 
the vectors are seen to be pointing inconsistently with respect to each other near the 
interface. These are due to the poor enforcement of the constraints on the interface 
as shown in Fig.(4.9). The two graphs of the nodal potentials along the interface can 
be seen to oscillate around each other throughout the whole region of significance.
These results clearly indicate that this approach does not work satisfactorily in 
practice. The reason for this poor result originates from the very concept which the 
scheme is based on, that is, the evaluation of the tangential H  on the interface by 
nodal potentials. With the Finite Element method based either on the Magnetic
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Figure 4.8: Contours of vector potentials
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C o n p a r i s i o n  o f  n o d a l  A a t  I n t e r f a c e
 N o d a l  A ( lo w a r  m esh )
—9 — N o d a l A ( u p p e r  m esh )
D i s t a n c e  a l o n g  i n t e r f a c e  (m)
Figure 4.10: Graphs of nodal potential along the interface
Vector or Scalar potential, the continuity of the normal component of B and the 
tangential component of H across element interface in general can not both be 
satisfied simultaneously. In the case of the vector potential, the continuity of B n 
across element is guaranteed while that of H x n is not. The latter is so because 
^  In general, a jump in the value of the H x n  occurs when crossing
from one element to the other. This can be illustrated by the simple case shown in 
Fig.(4.11). The potential is assumed to vary only in the X direction. Fig.(4.11.b) 
and Fig.(4.11.c) show how the potential and the corresponding Hy values are being 
approximated across the elements.
The jump in H x n  means that the value derived at the element interface may not, 
and usually is not the correct one and that its value is also dependent on which 
element is used in the calculation. Hence in practice, the use of such derived values
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to substitute A in equation (4.4) will usually lead to erroneous results. Although 
the discrepancy between the derived and the correct H x n  value will be reduced 
somewhat in regions where the flux is crossing the interface at near right angles, 
it is only in cases in which the field is uniform across the interface or the elements 
adjacent to it are infinitesimally thin that the derived H x n  value be correct.
These observations suggest that this modified approach would perform worst in 
situations where the flux is running parallel to the interface. This can be easily 
simulated by reducing the fir of the lower iron bar in the test model. The resulting 
vector plot of B and the comparison between the nodal potentials on the interface 
are given in Fig.(4.12) and Fig.(4.13). The /zr of the iron bar used was 1 x 10-3 .
The ripply occurances of the vectors of B and the oscillatory nature of the nodal 
potential graphs are clearly visible, confirming the prediction. Although it has been 
claimed tha t the oscillation of the interface potential can be reduced by putting 
equal emphasis on elements on both side of the interface when calculating the H x n  
value [25], such an improvement was not observed in our test case. It was felt that 
further pursuit of improvement to the approach would be futile.
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Figure 4.11: Discontinuous of H
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Figure 4.12: Vector Plot of B showing inconsistency
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4.4 T he Penalty M ethod
An alternative approach to the use of the Lagrange multipliers method for con­
strained problems is the Penalty method. It originates from the theory of optimi­
sation for handling constrained optimisation problems but is also popularly used 
in Finite Elements to enable additional constraints to be imposed on the system, 
most noticeably the gauging of the vector potential in 3D eddy current problems 
[23] .The method is based on the minimisation of a penalty functional which is some 
combination of the original functional and the constraints. This enables the original 
function to  be minimised while controlling the violation of the constraints in the 
solution by penalising them.
In our case, the most commonly used form of the penalty functional can be written 
as
IP  =  11 + a  / ( A M - A s )2 dl, (4.8)
Ta
where IIP is the new penalty functional,
II is the original functional and
a  is a penalty number which controls the violation of the constraints.
Other forms of the penalty functional can also be used provided they satisfy certain 
criteria [26]. By minimising IP , the solution which minimises II and at the same time 
violates the constraints least can be found and can be regarded as the best solution 
to the problem. This solution is only an approximation, so is the fulfillment of the 
constraints. Theoretically, however, as a  gets larger and larger, the constraints will 
be satisfied more and more, hence the solution will approximate closer to- the true
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solution. However, the penalty number in the final matrix can become so large 
tha t they ‘swamp out’ the information which describes the original problem. Hence, 
there is a practical limit to the size of a.
4.4.1 The Penalty Functional
W ith n p written in the form given in equation (4.8) and the vector potentials of the 
two meshes, A M and As , approximated in the usual way :
Am = N mA m
As =  X > s A s (4.9)
The penalty functional can be expanded as
IP  = n  + « /  ( £  N m A „  -  £  AsAs) 2 dl, (4.10)
r A
and after differentiating with respect to typically AM and A5, we obtain the following
m z  = i h + Q ' / N mA m -  £ N s A s ) dl (4- u )
r A
and
^  = l t  + a ' J  ( E ^ - E ^ ^ d L  (4.12)
J J r A
a! above equals to 2a.
A potential advantage of this penalty method over the Lagrange multipliers method
is tha t it does not introduce new unknowns to the system. Extra contributions are
added to the diagonal terms and the cross interface terms on the rows of interface 
potential. In this respect, the penalty method is more attractive than the Lagrange 
multipliers method.
The penalty method, however, does have a serious drawback relating to the size of 
the penalty number a  in practice. As the size of a  is increased to ensure a closer 
satisfaction of the constraints, it causes the penalty terms to assume a more and 
more dominant role over the original functional when calculating the m atrix terms 
using equation (4.11) and equation (4.12). If a  is kept on being increased further , the 
penalty term will eventually outweigh the original functional completely, resulting 
in a solution which will be irrelevant to the problem.
4 .4 .2  T est on  th e  P e n a lty  M e th o d
The penalty method was applied to the C-core test problem. Figures(4.14) to  (4.17) 
show how the size of a  affects the answer. W ith small a , Fig.(4.14) with a  =  100, 
no significant coupling between the two meshes can be seen and the contours of the 
upper mesh leave the interface perpendicularly, the Neumann boundary condition 
for vector potential formulation. As a  increases, the degree of coupling between the 
meshes can be seen to have improved, Fig.(4.15) and Fig.(4.16), though the results 
are still much inferior to that of the Lagrange multipliers method. At large a,  the 
penalty terms dominate the whole system, driving the potentials on the interface 
towards zero, the trivial solution for the constraints.
The above observations can also be made by examining Fig.(4.18) which shows 
how the penalty number affects the calculated stored energy. The stored energy
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Figure 4.15: Contours of A with a = 4 X 105
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is normalised against the value obtained with a very fine normal Finite Element 
mesh. This reference value was 101.597 and is shown in Table (3.1) on page 59. The 
normalised stored energy is plotted against the log of the penalty number. The best 
result attained by the method was with a penalty number , a , close to 4 x 105. But 
even at this region, the answer was still not satisfactory compared to that of the 
standard Lagrange multipliers. The contours of the potentials with a  =  4 X  105 is 
shown in Fig.(4.15).
FILE : ***UNSET***
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Figure 4.18: Showing how penalty number affects the calculated stored 
energy
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It is surprising to find that the penalty method failed to achieve a respectable degree 
of success. The reason of this is most probably due to the failure of the formulation to 
impose the continuity of the tangential component of H  across the interface. In order 
to link two separate meshes together, the continuity of the normal component of B, 
B n, and the tangential component of H, H x n ,  has to be satisfied. While the former 
condition is achieved by imposing the continuity of the vector potential, the latter 
is not mentioned in the penalty formulation. W ith such incomplete specification, it 
is not difficult to explain the poor performance of the method.
These difficulties do not exist in the Lagrange Multipliers formulation. The conti­
nuity of H x n  condition is specified by the extra A—A terms on the A columns in 
a normal A row. The B n constraint is specified by the extra A rows. This is so 
since the Lagrange multipliers is physically identified with H x n  on the interface, as 
shown earlier in Section 3.5. These terms now act as the line integrals of H  x n  on 
element interface which are ignored in the normal Finite Element formulation since 
adjacent elements always share a common edge and are therefore cancelled out. In 
our case, however, they provide the missing continuity specification.
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4.5 The A ugm ented Lagrange M ultipliers M ethod
There is yet another variation of the Lagrange multipliers method which is popularly 
used in solving optimisation problems with additional constraints. It is called the 
Augmented Lagrange multipliers method [21]. The method solves the constrained 
problem by transforming it into an unconstrained one, this time based on a com­
bination of the Penalty method and the Lagrange multipliers method, hence the 
name. Using this idea, the original functional of our problem can be modified to
IF  =  n + f  A(Am -  As ) dl +  a  f  (A „ -  As )2 dl. (4.13)
r* r*
This method is an improvement over the Penalty method since it avoids the ill- 
conditioning situation with large a  by simply allowing a much smaller a  to be used. 
This is possible since the solution is independent of the penalty number by virtue 
of the presence of the Lagrange multipliers.
This scheme has also been implemented and tested on the C-core problem. Fig.(4.19) 
shows how the magnitude of the penalty number affects the calculated stored energy.
The stored energy is normalised against the same reference stored energy used in the 
last section and the normalised value is plotted against the log of the penalty number 
in Fig.(4.19). From this graph, it can be seen th a t the solution obtained at small 
a  (a  < 1000) was very close to tha t of the standard Lagrange multipliers method 
(a  = 0). It began to diverge rapidly from this value once a  had exceeded 1 x 104. 
Further increase in K  resulted in too much emphasis being put on the constraint, 
causing it to dominate over the original functional and as a result brought back the 
ill-conditioning problem of the Penalty method. As no significant computational
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Figure 4.19: Showing how Penalty number affects the solution
advantages over the original Lagrange multipliers method could be observed, this 
method was not pursued further.
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4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has examined four alternative schemes to impose the potential continu­
ity constraint on the system. Two of these, the Point Collocation Lagrange and the 
Re-substituted Lagrange, are direct variations of the standard Lagrange multipliers 
Method. The third scheme considered was the Penalty method, and the so called 
Augmented Lagrange Multipliers Method was examined last.
The Point Collocation Lagrange method is basically the standard Lagrange multipli­
ers method with the Delta Dirac function used as the approximating shape functions 
for the new Lagrange multipliers function. The method produces answers compa­
rable to the standard Lagrange method when the discretization patterns of the two 
meshes to be coupled do not differ wildly on the interface. Once this condition 
is not met, the accuracy of the answers depends heavily on where the constraint is 
sampled. Simply increasing the number of sampling points is not attractive as it will 
further increase the number of unknowns being added to the system of equations 
and could make it more difficult to obtain the solution.
The Re-substituted Lagrange method is based on replacing the Lagrange multipli­
ers with its physical identification. In 2D Finite Elements using vector potential, 
the Lagrange multipliers can be identified as the tangential component of H  at the 
interface. The results obtained using this scheme were, however, less than satisfac­
tory. This was explained by the inability of the Finite Elements to  model accurately 
H x n  at element edges. Since H  is calculated by differentiation, this is most accurate 
at the internal Gauss points of the element. Substituting the Lagrange multipliers 
with this derived H x n  would introduce inconsistent information into the system of
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equations, and lead to a less accurate solution. Moreover, the fact tha t the H x n  is 
discontinuous across element interface causes the results returned by this scheme to 
be heavily dependent on which elements are used to estimate the H x n  value.
The Penalty method was also examined and the performance was found to  be less 
than satisfactory. This was due to the failure of the method to enforce the continuity 
of Hxn condition. A hybrid form of the Penalty method and the Lagrange multipliers 
method, the Augmented Lagrange multipliers method, was then considered and 
used to overcome the problem of the Penalty method. The results were satisfactory 
although with a large penalty number, the problem of the constraints dominating 
the original functional returned.
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Chapter 5
Three Dim ensional Lagrange M ultipliers 
5.1 Introduction
While it is possible to model with good confidence certain devices using 2D Finite 
Elements, there are many other situations in which the reduction of the problem to 
2D would not be entirely justifiable. This could occur either because the geometry, 
the field variation, or a combination of both is highly three dimensional or because 
field variation around the third dimension ends are too significant to be safely ig­
nored. In such cases, a full 3D Finite Element analysis of the device has to be carried 
out. The amount of time and effort required to be spent in the pre-processing — 
solving — post-processing phase increases disproportionally.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, obtaining the positional characteristic of devices with 
moving parts using Finite Elements usually requires a series of solutions at different 
positions. This kind of exercise is expensive even in 2D using standard Finite Ele­
ment techniques. The cost and amount of effort involved in carrying out a similar 
exercise using normal 3D Finite Elements escalates prohibitively.
In view of the success tha t the Lagrange multipliers method has enjoyed in tackling 
this problem in 2D Finite Elements, it is logical to extend the method to 3D Finite 
Elements. This forms the objective of the current chapter.
As in Chapter 3, we shall consider only devices which consist of a moving and a
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stationary part separated by an air gap. This allows us to concentrate on coupling 
together regions in which no current flows.
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5.2 T h e Lagrange M u ltip liers Functional
The development of the Lagrange multipliers method in 3D Finite Elements follows 
closely that described in the 2D case, though the implementation details differ signif­
icantly. The type of example which we are going to consider is shown schematically 
in Fig.(5.1). It consists of a moving and a stationary region separated by an air gap. 
The two regions are discretized into two separate meshes, touching at the interface 
r A. The mesh which contains the moving part will be referred to as mesh M  and 





Figure 5.1: A schematic diagram of a typical 3D problem with moving parts
In 3D Finite Elements, fields in non-conducting regions such as air can be econom­
ically modelled using the magnetic scalar potential defined as
H = (5.1)
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Hence we must solve for :
V • fiVij) =  0 (5.2)
Following a path similar to that shown in Appendix B for the vector potential case, 
it can be shown that an equivalent functional for equation (5.2) is
n = |  J  V4>-fiVj>dV. (5.3)
As before, the solution to equation (5.2) can be obtained by minimising n.
W ith our example being made up of two separate meshes as described above, the 
functional of the whole problem can be written as
n = nM + ns. (5-4)
where n M and n s are functionals of the form of equation (5.3) for mesh M  and mesh 
S  respectively. The two meshes are still not connected. To link them together, we 
need to enforce the continuity of normal B and tangential H  across the interface. 
This can be done by imposing the following potential continuity constraint using 
the Lagrange multipliers method :
-  *l>s = o on rA, (5.5)
where ij)M and \j)s are the scalar potential of mesh M  and mesh S  on T\  respectively. 
Using the Lagrange multipliers method, the above constraint can be incorporated
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into the system by modifying the functional to
n' = n + J (5.6)
r A
where A is again a new set of Lagrange multipliers which exist only on the interface
TX.
W ith the scalar potentials and A approximated in the usual way by :
m








The solution to the connected problem can be obtained by minimising II' with 
respect to if)s and A. Typically this yields the following :
d ll' an
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an' an j
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d \ k d \ k + Jr
+  /  nh ( E  -  E  N^ s )  dS  (5.8)
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This would result in a matrix of equations of the form








where K n is the stiffness of the original II and
K A = / N* (E N m V ’m -  i s  .
r x
The Lagrange multipliers enter the original system of equations as new columns 
which are symmetrical to the extra rows which specify the constraints. Together, 
they enforce the continuity conditions across the interface.
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5.3 Lagrange M ultipliers as N orm al B
In Chapter 4, it has been shown that the Lagrange multipliers used in 2D Finite 
Elements can be identified as the tangential component of H  at the interface. This 
identification, apart from giving some physical meaning to the multipliers, also helps 
explain the superior performance of the method over some other similar schemes.
It is possible to attach a physical meaning to the 3D Lagrange multipliers by fol­
lowing a similar procedure. The equivalent functional for 3D Finite Elements using
magnetic scalar potential is
n = i  f  Vt/j • /iV0dvr.
fi
For our problem with 2 unconnected meshes, the functional for the whole system is
n = nM -f 1I5
= ^  j  ^  J  Vips ' f i s ^ ^ s d V .  (5.10)
fts
The first variation of II is now
6 1 1 =  f  f  V ^ s- /isV (^ s )  dv. (5.11)
Using Green’s theorem, the above can be re-written as
OT =  -  j  -  f  S f s(»sV 2f s)dV +
104
f  * dS +  j  6 ^ s(fis V i )s ) • d s . (5.12)
rA rA
When the Lagrange multipliers Method is used to enforce the continuity constraint, 
the functional II is modified to
n' = n + J  a(v-m -  0S) ds. (5.i3)
The first variation of IT is
«n' = «n + Jsx(<i>u - v>s)ds + f x d s -  fx(s s^)ds. (5.14)
rA rA rA
Substituting £11 yields the following :
£n ' =  -  / ( terms of mesh M ) d F  — /  ( terms of mesh S ) dV
. ( c / /x di>.j  6 f M(X + nM^ t ) d S  + j s U X - ^ ) d S  +
" a rA
J  S X ( tM -i> s)dS .  (5.15)
rA
As we require the first variation of II' to be zero, we therefore have :
^ a — 0dnM
X - ^  =  °  (5.16)
Thus, the 3D Lagrange multipliers can be seen to be associated with the normal 
component of B on the interface of the two meshes.
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5.4 Num erical Im plem entation
The numerical implementation of the method again centres on the incorporation of 
the extra surface terms in equation (5.8) into the system matrix. Since each element 
facet usually overlaps with more than one facet of the opposite mesh on the interface, 
these surface terms cannot normally be evaluated in the familiar one element to one 
element manner as in usual Finite Elements. Instead, the overlapping areas of the 
facets have to be first identified and the terms evaluated over them.
To facilitate the identification of the overlapping facets, coordinate transformations 
may sometimes be required to transform the meshes so tha t the interface is orien­
tated in a more convenient direction. For example, for an interface which is of a 
linear surface type as shown in Fig.(5.2.a), positioning it in the X-Y plane orienta­
tion would help the identification process considerably. This is so because one needs 
to consider only the new X '-Y ' coordinates when finding out overlapping facets, ef­
fectively reducing the process to a 2D operation. For a cylindrical type of interface, 
it is more appropriate to align the main axis of the surface with the Z axis as shown 
in Fig.(5.2.b). Then the new W-7J coordinates could be used conveniently. The use 
of these newly transformed coordinates allows a more uniform approach to be taken 
in calculating the overlaps in both type of interface, since both X '-Y ' and 0 '-Z ' are 
proper two dimensional coordinate systems.
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(b) Cylindrical type surface 
Figure 5.2: Showing schematically a typical 3D problem with moving parts
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5.4.1 The Surface Integration
B lanket Sampling
Once the group of element facet from the opposite mesh has been identified, the 
next step is to integrate the surface terms numerically. Gaussian Quadrature is 
again used to evaluated these surface integral terms. As in Chapter 3, either one of 
the two meshes can be used to accommodate the new Lagrange multipliers.
To see how the integration can be done, consider Fig.(5.3) which shows a represen­
tative facets overlapping pattern. The shaded facet has overlapped with 10 other 
facets from the other mesh. One possible way of integrating the surface terms over 
the shaded facet is to increase the order of integration used in Gaussian Quadra­
ture. This effectively places a much larger number of sampling points over the facet 
than is necessary under normal circumstances in the hope that an adequate num­
ber of them will land on each overlapping regions so that the surface terms can be 
integrated accurately enough there.
X — Gauss Point
Figure 5.3: Overlapping facets
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This approach, although easier to implement, suffers from the uncertainty that 
enough Gauss points have been used. Fig.(5.3) illustrates this point. The small 
crosses on the shaded facet indicate the location of the 16 Gauss points if 4 x 
4 Quadrature rules were used. It can be seen tha t 4 out of the 10 overlapping 
regions do not have any Gauss points in them. These four regions together cover 
a moderate amount of the total surface area of the shaded facet, and so missing 
out the contributions to the surface integral from them can introduce significant 
errors into the solution. A less dramatic but equally disastrous case is one in which 
an overlapping region does not have enough Gauss points landed in it to allow the 
integral to be calculated accurately. In practice, these two sources of error can often 
happen, especially when a large facet overlaps with a group of small facets and the 
former is used to derive the location of the Gauss points.
It is difficult to  conclude how high an order of integration must be used in order that 
most cases of these two types can be taken care of. It depends very much on how 
the facets are overlapped. Though it is conceivable that certain checking procedures 
can be put in to monitor the occurances of these two types of cases and increase the 
integration order should they arise.
Target sam pling
A second integration scheme which is more accurate and effective, works by targeting 
the sampling points to where they are needed. This is, to certain extent, an extension 
of the method used in the 2D Lagrange multipliers method described in Chapter 3. 
Referring to Fig.(5.4), each of the 10 overlapping regions are considered in turn. 
An auxiliary finite element with nodes coinciding with the corners of the region
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under consideration is created. The integration is now performed over this auxiliary 
element. The advantage of this scheme is that the order of integration required is 
not affected by how fragmented the overlapping regions are, and can be chosen to 
be just high enough for the integral concerned, thus avoiding wasting computer time 
on too many sampling points. Furthermore, as each overlapping region is considered 
in turn, it can be certain that none, no m atter how small they are, are left out.
Overlaps of facets form auxiliary elements Auxiliary element
Auxiliary elements with more than 4 sides 
are subdivided into triangles and quadrilaterls
Figure 5.4: Creating auxiliary elements for integration
By ensuring that the auxiliary elements are created in the same way as ordinary finite 
elements, existing routines can be used to return the location of the Gauss points 
within the element. Overlapping facets with five or more sides can be handled by first 
splitting them into triangles and quadrilaterals. The location of a Gauss point within 
the auxiliary element is usually expressed in its local coordinate system. This has to 
be translated back into the local coordinate system of the two overlapping elements
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for sampling the potentials properly. The process involves firstly transforming the 
Gauss point from the local coordinate of the auxiliary element back to  the global 
X Y Z  coordinate system in which the meshes are defined. From there, it is once 
again translated into the local coordinates of the overlapping elements concerned.
The first transformation is quite straightforward, it is done by using
ma
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where m a is the number of nodes of the auxiliary element and is the
coordinates of node i of the element.
The second transformation, however, requires the use of Newton Raphson to  solve 
the set of equations which transform the coordinates from the global to the local 
coordinate system of the overlapping elements. This is not as expensive as it might 
seem, only 3 to 4 iterations are usually enough to achieve convergence.
The assembling of these surface terms into the system m atrix follows the usual 
pattern and poses no serious difficulties.
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5.5 E xp erim en ta l V erification
The results of the experiment described in Chapter 3 were again used. Fig.(5.5) 
shows a symmetry view of the 3D model. Only the front half of the model shown 
was actually solved due to symmetry. The 3D mesh was created by extruding a 
2D base plane into levels. The base plane was the mesh used in Chapter 3 with 
some minor modifications. Each model has 52380 nodes, 47916 elements and 54910 
degrees of freedom.
I p ROJ : PERSPECTIVE /^CCAF IL E  : TP30S y m n e c ry  v ie w  o f  t h e  FE m o d e l
Figure 5.5: A 3D view of the computer model
Fig.(5.6) shows how the torques calculated from the 3D models compare with that 
measured experimentally. The graph of the calculated 2D torques is also shown. It 
can be seen that the 3D FE torques correspond to the measurements much better
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than the 2D FE calculations. This indicates the significance of the the 3D effecs 
which the 2D models have ignored. The variation of flux in the axial direction is 
illustrated in Fig.(5.7) which shows a colour contours plot of the modulus of B in 
the poles with the rotor 6° away from the aligned position. The assumption of field 
invariance in the axial direction made in the 2D models is inaccurate. The field 
fringing from the 3D ends can be seen in Fig.(5.8), which shows the vectors of B on 
a plane cutting through the model in the axial direction. The figure also explains 
the saturation near the front edge in Fig.(5.7). Fig.(5.9), Fig.(5.10) and Fig.(5.11) 
give general views on the field pattern at different rotor positions. The shaft and 
the reduced scalar regions are not displayed.
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Figure 5.6: Graph comparing measured and calculated torque
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Figure 5.7: Showing the variation of the B field in axial direction
Figure 5.8: Vectors of B on an axial cut
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Figure 5.9: Field pattern with rotor 6° from aligned position





Figure 5.11: Field pattern with rotor 30° from aligned position
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5.6 Com putational T im e P enalty
Although the Lagrange multipliers method offers considerable flexibility in meshing 
difficult geometry and in the modelling of moving parts, it has, at the same time, 
introduced some potential drawbacks into the solution solving phase. The most 
notable ones are :
1. Increased number of unknowns,
2. zeros on the diagonal of the Lagrange rows and
3. saddle point nature of the modified functional.
The extra unknowns are the Lagrange multipliers. This number depends on the 
number of interface nodes of the mesh which accommodates the Lagrange Multipli­
ers. As the Lagrange Multipliers only exist on the interface, this number is usually 
reasonably small compared with the total number of unknowns in the system. Typ­
ically, it is about 5% of the total number of ordinary nodes.
As pointed out earlier, the system matrix resulting from the use of the Lagrange 
Multipliers Method possess zeros in the diagonal of the Lagrange rows. A direct 
consequence of this is the indeterminate nature of the sign second derivatives of 
the Lagrange functional. By analogy with the calculus of ordinary functions, the 
Lagrange functional has the saddle point property. The diagonal zeros may cause 
difficulties in the pre-conditioning phase of an ICCG technique if care is not being 
taken. As it turned out, by ensuring that each Lagrange multiplier row comes after 
all of the ordinary variables which it couples together, the presence of these zeros 
does not seem to cause any difficulties.
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To obtain some measure of how much computationsl time penalty the Lagrange 
multipliers method has put onto the solution phase, six rotor positions were modelled 
individually using both normal Finite Element meshes and the Lagrange multipliers 
method. The time taken to solve the models were compared. Each mesh used 
in the normal Finite Elements solve was created by remeshing the air gap of the 
corresponding Lagrange multipliers mesh so as to minimise extra complications due 
to different mesh patterns. Care was taken to minimise the presence of distorted 
elements in the air gap. However, as both the stator and rotor mesh near the 
air gap have different number of nodes and distribution patterns, their presence 
is sometimes difficult to avoid. The number of unknowns of each model was also 
made to  be roughly equal to that of the corresponding Lagrange multipliers mesh. 
On average, each has about 1000 less unknowns than the corresponding Lagrange 
multipliers mesh.
Table (5.1) shows the time comparison. The time is the total cpu time taken on 
a DEC Oi 3000 workstation. Each Lagrange multipliers model took about 25% 
more time to solve than the corresponding normal model solved using normal Finite 
Elements techniques. Only a small portion of the extra time was spent on the 
evaluation of the extra surface integral of equation (5.8) and its assemblage into the 
system matrix. The majority of which, however, was expended on the ICCG stages.
However, a convenient feature resulting from the use of the Lagrange Multipliers 
method is that this six positions can be made to solve in succession. At the end of 
each position, the solver automatically rotates the rotor to the next position and 
repeat the solve again. By using the answer of the last position as the starting 
vector, the solution converges very rapidly. In fact, the total solution time for the
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six positions was reduced to 208 minutes using this approach which is 20% less than 







20 39.8 49.6 24.6
22 40.2 49.0 21.9
24 39.3 48.2 22.6
26 40.6 50.7 24.9
28 43.2 54.2 25.5
30 43.1 55.4 28.5
Total time 246.2 307 24.7
Table 5.1: Computation time comparison
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5.7 Conclusions
This chapter has extended the idea of the Lagrange multipliers method to three 
dimensional Finite Elements. The development of the method has concentrated 
on magnetostatic problem modelled using magnetic scalar potentials. A numerical 
implementation of the method has been described.
Verification with experimental data has been carried out and results were good. 
The superiority of the 3D results over that of the 2D FE only serves to  highlight 
the inherent limitations of the latter in modelling short structures like the test rig 
which produce magnetic fields that exhibit a considerable amount of variation in all 
three directions.
There were initial concerns on the possible computational difficulties/penalty im­
posed on the solution stage by the method. The presence of zero diagonals was par­
ticularly disquieting. Tests, however, have shown tha t the pre-conditioned BICCG 
solver used is well capable of handling the resulting matrix. Nevertheless, individual 
models solved using the Lagrange multipliers method on average take about 25% 
more time than a comparable normal finite elements mesh. This is acceptable con­
sidering the amount of time saved on the pre-processing stage. On the other hand, 
problems which require multiple positions to be solved will benefit from the method.
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Chapter 6
Some Practical A pplications
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have shown how the Lagrange multipliers method can be 
implemented in 2 and 3D Finite Elements. The various operational aspects of the 
method have been studied. The method has also been verified experimentally and 
the results were found to be favourable.
One of the aims of studying the method in the context of Finite Elements is to 
develop a convenient and reliable scheme whereby situations which pose considerable 
difficulties to current Finite Element techniques can be handled more readily. These 
include problems in which complex 3D shape objects are modelled and, as mentioned 
in Chapter 1, cases in which a series of solutions are required in order to  obtain 
certain positional dependent characteristics of a device.
The method has been implemented into the Finite Element package MEGA and in 
this chapter, the effectiveness of the Lagrange multipliers method in tackling these 
types of problems will be examined. In particular, the method will be applied in 
modelling magnetostatically the following two devices.
1. A Claw-Pole car alternator and
2. A Switched Reluctance motor.
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The car alternator has a stator and rotor which are complex in shape. It is trouble­
some to model because the features of these two parts are so different both circum- 
ferentially and axially tha t it is almost certainly guaranteed tha t their discretization 
patterns along these 2 directions will be totally incompatible with each other. As a 
result, the meshing of the intermediate air will become even more difficult.
In contrast, the difficulties in modelling the Switched Reluctance motor lie not in 
its discretization into finite elements but in the fact tha t many rotor positions have 
to be modelled. This is so because the variations of many of its electromagnetic 
characteristics are usually sought after by researchers and designers in the analysis 
and optimisation process of the device. The problems of modelling moving parts 
have been discussed in Chapter 1.
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6.2 Car A lternator
Within the framework of modern vehicles there is an elaborate network of electrical 
equipment ranging from simple license-plate lamps to complex fuel management 
systems. At the heart of this network lie the battery and the alternator which are 
responsible for the supplying the electrical power.
The car alternator is basically a small three phase A.C. generator. Fig.(6.1) shows 
the basic construction of a typical claw-pole type car alternator. This type of al­
ternator offers compact construction with favourable power characteristics and low 
weight. The stator is made up of insulated laminations which are pressed together 
to form a laminated core. It carries a three-phase winding in the slots, the output 
of which is taken directly from the terminals of the winding. The field winding is a 
simple toroidal shaped coil enclosed between the two rotor pole. Their claw-shaped 
pole fingers, hence the name claw-pole alternator, intermesh to form the north and 
south poles. Current is supplied to the field winding via carbon brushes pressed 
against the ends of two slip-rings to which the winding is connected.
Rectification of alternator output is achieved by means of six silicon diodes in a 
full-wave three-phase bridge connection. The diodes are often built into the bracket 
at the slip-rings end of the machine. At normal operating speeds, the alternator is 
self-excited by currents rectified by three field diodes. The level of field excitation is 
controlled by the voltage regulator. Fig.(6.2) shows a typical alternator circuit.
W ith more and more electrically operated components being installed in today’s 
vehicles, the efficiency and reliability of the alternator have become more and more 
critical. At the same time, there is also the constant drive from companies to  drive
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Figure 6.2: Typical self-excited alternator circuit
the material and manufacturing cost down in order to stay competitive. Tradition­
ally, the design process of the alternator relied heavily on the testing of prototypes.
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The process is quite time consuming and it is difficult to obtain from it a clear 
picture of how the flux is distributed or where saturation is occurring to aid the de­
sign process. The Finite Element method is well capable of producing this missing 
information.
Although there are no conceptual difficulties for the Finite Element method to han­
dle the complex shape of the parts of the alternator, the creation of a finite element 
mesh to  describe the geometry of the device usually is not as straightforward as one 
would like. In the following sections, it will be shown how the Lagrange multipliers 
method developed earlier can be used to help to analysis one such alternator.
6.2.1 N o Load Test
The alternator used is a prototype machine by Lucas-TVS. Fig.(6.3) shows a pho­
tograph of the machine. It is a claw-pole type alternator with 12 rotor poles. The 
field winding has 434 turns and is housed between the two claw-pole halves. The 
stator is laminated and has 36 slots. Each stator phase is wound as a single layer 
wave winding, joining with the other two phase windings at one end to form a star 
connection. There are 8 turns per coil.
No load tests on the alternator were carried out at Lucas. The rotor speed was set 
at lOOOrpm and the field current was controlled externally. The test was performed 
over a range of field current, from 0.5A to 4.5A. The open circuit line to line voltage 
waveform was measured at the desired field current values. Table (6.1) gives the 
results obtained. Since the line to line voltage waveforms of the 3 phases were found 
to be reasonably sinusoidal and also balanced with each other at all levels of field
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current used, only the voltage of one of the 3 phases is therefore given in Table (6.1) 
as a representative result. The sinusoidal nature of the output voltage will also be 
taken up again later in the estimation of its value using the Finite Element results.
Field Current
/ / ( A )
Rms Line to  line voltage










Table 6.1: Table of open circuit test results
6.2.2 F inite Elem ent m odel
The Lucas alternator was modelled with 3D Finite Elements using MEGA [27]. A 
3D mesh in MEGA was created by extruding a 2D base plane into levels along the 
Z axis. These levels can be thought of as 2D slices throughout the model. Elements 
are defined between levels and their material properties are appropriately modified 
to reflect the shape of the object. Although it is not difficult to create a 3D jnesh for
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the rotor and stator part of the Lucas alternator individually, joining them together 
has proved to be rather troublesome. This is because the features of the two parts 
near the air gap differ so significantly that it is very difficult to join them together 
without creating many distorted elements in the air gap.
Using the Lagrange multipliers method approach, the rotor and the stator can be 
meshed up separately as before, typically each includes half the air gap. There is no 
need to join them together topologically. The only requirement on the two meshes is 
tha t they touch at a common interface. In the present case, this will be a cylindrical 
surface spanning around the air gap. Fig.(6.5) and Fig.(6.6) show what the mesh 
looks like at two different levels, Fig.(6.5) near the tip of one of the rotor pole halves 
and Fig.(6.6) towards the other end of the same pole half.
Fig.(6.7) shows a 3D view of the model. Due to symmetry, only one-twelveth of 
the whole alternator was modelled. The yellow region between the two claw poles 
is the reduced scalar region which encloses the field coil. The field coil is easily 
defined by selecting from an extensive library of coils provided in the package. The 
air region is not shown in the figure. A view of the full machine can easily be 
generated by MEGA and is shown in Fig.(6.8). The 3D model has 55775 nodes, 
35325 elements and a to tal of 58040 unknowns. Eight models, each with the field 
current corresponding to one of the levels used in the experiment, were created and 
solved as non-linear problems using the B H  curve of Fig.(6.4) shown below for both 
the rotor and stator.
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Figure 6.3: The prototype alternator used
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Figure 6.4: Low Carbon Steel B H  Characteristic
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Figure 6.5: Mesh near one ro to r pole tip
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Figure 6.6: Mesh near the base of the same rotor pole
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Figure 6.7: A 3D view of the alternator mesh
Figure 6.8: Symmetry view of the model
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6 .2 .3  R e s u l ts
Table (6.2) compares the measured stator line to  line voltage to values estimated 
from the Finite Element results. This comparison is also shown in Fig.(6.9) as 
graphs. The stator voltage was calculated using Faraday’s Law. The flux linking a 
single stator coil was obtained by integrating B over a surface which spanned the 
coil’s space. The flux was also assumed to vary sinusoidally in time in view of the 
measured output waveforms. W ith the rotational speed, the number of poles and 
the number of turns of each coil known, the phase voltage and hence the line to line 
voltage can easily be calculated.
The voltages calculated from M E G A ’s results are typically about 5% higher then 
the corresponding measured value. This is probably because the rotor was modelled 
with a B H  characteristic which allows better saturation than the material’s actual 
curve does. This points out the importance of specifying an accurate B H  curve 
in non-linear Finite Element analysis. Furthermore, the magnetostatic model does 
not include the iron and eddy current losses in the stator laminations. It is also 
informative to see how the B field looks in general inside the machine. Fig.(6.10) 
shows the vectors of B near the tip of one of the rotor pole while Fig.(6.11) shows 
the same kind of vector plot near the stator centre plane. Both showing tha t there 
is a noticeable field leaking between the two rotor poles. Fig.(6.12) shows a repre­
sentative picture of how the B field flows in the axial direction. Flux can also be 
seen leaking out from the tip of the rotor pole.
It is also interesting to estimate the percentage of flux tha t has leaked away and 
failed to reach the stator. A rough indicator of this can be obtained by comparing 
the flux at the centre plane of the the rotor shaft to tha t linking the stator coil.
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Field Current Calculated voltage Measured Rms voltage










Table 6.2: Comparing calculated with measured line to line voltages
□  Measured voltage
  Voltage calculated from FE results
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Figure 6.9: Graphs comparing calculated with measured line to line voltages
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Figure 6.10: Vectors of B near the rotor pole tip
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Figure 6.11: Vectors of B near mid-plane of stator
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Figure 6.12: Vectors of B flowing in the axial direction
Table (6.3) shows this estimation at the various field current level and the same 
results are also plotted in Fig.(6.13). It is surprising to see that, at best, only 
about 61% of the main flux has reached the stator, yielding useful output. This 
was attained at the lowest current level, 0.5A, tested. A moderate increase in the 
leakage flux at a 1A field current was observed, but as the field current was raised 
beyond 1.5A, the percentage of main flux reaching the stator suddenly plummeted, 
signalling the onset of saturation. This is clearly shown by Fig.(6.14) to Fig.(6.17) 
which are colour contours plots of the modulus of B in the rotor. The same colour 
contour levels were used in all 4 figures and their calculation were based on the 
solution of the 4.5A model.
At 0.5A field current, the rotor was hardly saturated at all. Saturation began to 
occur locally at a field current of 1.5A, mostly around corners and the two areas di­
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rectly underneath the ends of the stator. Fig.(6.18) is a similar picture as Fig.(6.15) 
except that the stator is also shown to illustrate this point more clearly. Beyond 
the 1.5A field current level, saturation spread to other parts of the rotor, resulting 
in a higher proportion of the newly injected flux being leaked away. At 4.5A field 
current most parts of the rotor were driven deep into saturation, only about 57% of 
the main flux managed to link the stator coils. To complete the picture, Fig.(6.19) 
shows a symmetry view of the 4.5A model with contours.
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Field Current Main rotor flux Stator flux Percentage
/ / ( A ) V>m,x l0 -4 Wb V>s,x l0 ~ 4 Wb t t x 100%
0.5 0.567 0.346 61.08
1.0 1.123 0.686 61.04
1.5 1.592 0.967 60.71
2.0 1.936 1.163 60.10
2.5 2.140 1.270 59.36
3.0 2.269 1.330 58.65
3.5 2.361 1.370 58.02
4.0 2.434 1.398 57.45
4.5 2.492 1.419 56.96
Table 6.3: Showing the percentage of the main flux linking stator coils
FILE : LUCNEW45
Percentage of rotor flux linking stator coil
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Figure 6.13: Graph showing the percentage of main flux reaching stator 
at different field currents
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Figure 6.14: Contours of modulus of B at 0.5A field current
Figure 6.15: Contours of modulus of B at 1.5A field current
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Figure 6.16: Contours of modulus of B at 2A field current
Figure 6.17: Contours of modulus of B at 4.5A field current
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Figure 6.18: 3D contour view of 1.5A model
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Figure 6.19: Symmetry contour view of the machine at 4.5A
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6.3 Switched R eluctance M otor
There has been a considerable amount of research interest over the past two decades 
in Switched Reluctance Motors (SRM), most probably because of their potential use 
as variable speed/load drives. Such intense research activities have resulted in many 
interesting and stimulating papers, [28] to [29] are just some examples. Another 
fruitful outcome is the establishment of the SRM drive as a viable and attractive 
alternative to  conventional D . C .  and A . C .  inverter drives.
The SRM has a simple but robust construction. The stator and rotor are usually 
constructed from laminated iron and have unequal numbers of salient poles. The ro­
tor poles do not carry any windings. Only the stator poles have simple concentrated 
windings mounted on them. Typically, windings on diametrically opposite stator 
poles are connected in series to form a phase. A typical 3 phase SRM is shown in 
Fig.(6.20), it has 6 stator poles and 4 stator poles, hence it is referred to as a 6-4 
SRM. Each phase windings is excited in accordance with the rotor position such 
tha t a torque will be produced which tends to align adjacent stator and rotor poles 
together so as attain  a minimum reluctance configuration. Rotor position sensors 
are therefore needed to control the switching of the phases. Because the direction of 
the winding current is unimportant, a particularly simple unidirectional inverter can 
be used as the switching circuit. A schematic circuit of a simple converter circuit 
suitable for the 3 phase motor is shown in Fig.(6.21). Other circuit configurations 
are also possible. By controlling the switching angles of the phases, the desired 
speed/torque can be achieved.
In order to increase the output torque, the air gap of the motor is made very small
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Figure 6.20: A 3 phase Switched Reluctance Motor
v B
Figure 6.21: Schematic converter circuit for a 6-4 SRM
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and it is customary to operate the motor under highly saturated conditions. As a 
result of the saturation, the effective magnetic geometry of the SRM will go through 
a few cycles of changes in one revolution, making it difficult to use a conventional 
approach to analyse the machine. The Finite Element method is ideally suited 
for modelling such a highly non-linear magnetic structure. Indeed, papers based 
on Finite Element analysis of the SRM have been published before, [30] [31] [32]. 
Although they were limited to two dimensional analysis, they represent a significant 
advance in predicting the performance of the motor.
The difficulties in modelling SRMs using Finite Elements do not lie so much in 
the discretization of its geometry which is simple compared to, for example, the 
earlier car alternator or the handling of the severe saturation when two poles overlap 
but in the determination of the variation of certain physical characteristics with 
respect to both current and rotor position. Typical examples of these are the torque 
characteristic and the flux/inductance characteristics which are useful in estimating 
the rating of circuit components required. Such studies inevitably mean tha t the 
motor has to be modelled at different rotor positions, which brings back all the 
problems mentioned in Chapter 1.
The Lagrange multipliers method can be used to handle this problem easily. The 
next few sections will demonstrated how this can be done. The more interesting 
case of including the model of the converter circuit into the Finite Element analysis 
will also be presented at the end.
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6 .3 .1  T w o D im e n sio n a l F in ite  E le m en t M o d e llin g  o f  th e  S R M
The SRM used was built and extensively measured at Lucas [9]. It has 6 stator and 
4 rotor poles. The cross-sectional dimensions of the stator and rotor are given in 
Fig.(6.22); its axial length is 0.0721m. The laminations are made of TRANSIL 315 
steel and the B H  characteristic used in the FE analysis is shown in Fig.(6.23). It 
has 3 phases, and each stator winding carries 18 turns.
The motor was first modelled with MEGA as a 2D magnetostatic problem. Only 
one phase winding of the motor was excited with a constant current. Fig.(6.24) 
shows the 2D mesh used. It is known that heavy local saturation occurs within a 
very small area near the poles tips at the beginning of their overlap, so failure to 
model this effect accurately will lead to inconsistent results [9] [33]. The mesh was 
therefore made reasonably fine especially around the air gap region to cater for these 
positions where the poles begin to overlap.
This model contains 8647 nodes and 8368 elements. An enlarged view of it near the 
air gap is given in Fig.(6.25). It can be seen tha t the model is in fact made up of 
two meshes touching each other in the centre of the air gap. Lagrange multipliers 
are again used to link them together. The advantage of adopting this approach is 
that different rotor positions can be solved without the need of any remeshing at all. 
To solve a new position, it is only required to rotate the rotor by the desired angle 
and the model is resubmitted for solving. In fact, an even more convenient way 
of dealing with this type of problem has been implemented in MEGA  ; a special 
command which allows the user to specify the number of positions to  be solved 
and the displacement between consecutive positions. At the end of each position, 
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Figure 6.23: BH  characteristic for the laminations
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Figure 6.24: SRM mesh used in the 2D analysis
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solve again. The task of solving a multiple positions problem is reduced to one 
simple command set-up call in the pre-processing stage. An additional advantage 
of this approach, as shown before, is that the non-linear solution of a new position 
converges very quickly as the answer of the last position can be used as the starting 
vector.
F IL E  ■ SR2D50A
M agh a r o u n d  t h e  a i r  g a p
Figure 6.25: Enlarged view of the air gap region
To obtain proper profiles for the torque, inductance, co-energy, it is necessary to 
model the motor as the rotor moves from the unaligned to the aligned position. 
Unaligned position is the position in which the rotor pole is opposite the stator 
slot, whereas in the aligned position, the stator and rotor poles are opposite each 
other. In this particular case, the aligned and unaligned position are 45° apart; 46 
rotor positions, each 1° apart, were solved. Fig.(6.26) compares the measured and
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calculated torque at a field of 50A. The torque was calculated using the Maxwell- 
Stress method and also from the rate of change of co-energy. The unaligned position 
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Figure 6.26: Comparison of measured and 2D calculated torque at 50A field 
current
It can be seen that the two calculated torques agreed with each other quite well. The 
consistency of these two values with respect to each other is usually an indication of 
whether the field in the air gap when overlap occurs is being modelled accurately. 
Previous results, [9] [33], have shown that the Maxwell-Stress method of torque 
calculation is very sensitive to the accuracy of the fields in its integration path, 
the air gap in the present case. The presence of distorted elements or elements 
which have a large aspect ratio in the air gap will lead to inconsistency in the 
calculated torque. This problem has been relieved somewhat by the use of the
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Lagrange multipliers method. As there is no need to match the rotor and stator 
mesh on their interface, the mesh in and around the air gap can be made to  be 
as well-formed as it is practically allowed. Nevertheless, sensible meshing on both 
sides is still an im portant factor to bear in mind. The agreement between the 
measured and calculated torques are, however, not as good especially after the two 
poles have overlapped substantially. These discrepancies are thought most likely to 
be due to a departure of the manufacturer’s B H  data  from the laminations’ actual 
characteristic, though neglecting the end effect also contributes errors.
Fig.(6.27) to Fig.(6.30) show the colour contour plots of the modulus of B and the 
contours of A  . The existence of severe local saturation around the poles tips is 
clearly displayed in Fig.(6.28). This slowly gave way to  the overall bulk saturation 
as the poles overlap more. Fig.(6.31) shows an overall comparison of the measured 
and calculated torques at various current levels.
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Figure 6.27: Contours of modulus of B and A at unaligned position
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Figure 6.28: Contours of modulus of B and A 18° from unaligned position
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Figure 6.29: Contours of modulus of B and A 30° from unaligned position
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Figure 6.31: Comparison of measured and 2D calculated torque
6 .3 .2  T h ree  D im en sio n a l F in ite  E le m e n t M o d e llin g  o f  th e  S R M
A similar 3D Finite Element study of the SRM has also been carried out. This 
would provide some indication of the significance of the end effects of the SRM 
tested. The 3D mesh was again created by extruding a 2D base plane into levels. 
Half of the motor was modelled and the mesh has 58201 nodes and 51864 elements. 
The elements were a mixture of first order 8-noded bricks and 6-noded triangular 
prisms. The model consists of once again two disjointed meshes, touching each other 
at the centre of the air gap and linked together by Lagrange multipliers. A series of 
rotor positions between the unaligned position (0°) and the aligned position (45°) 
were solved at a few current levels. A 3D view of the model is shown in Fig.(6.32). 
The reduced scalar regions which enclosed the source coils are not shown so that 
the coils can be displayed.
Fig.(6.33) compares the torque calculated from the 3D models with the source cur­
rent fixed at 50A using the Maxwell-Stress method with measurement. Also com­
pared in the graph is the earlier 2D results. The 2D and 3D Maxwell-Stress results 
look fairly similar to each other overall, nevertheless the torque calculated with 3D 
FE is close to the measured results. The higher calculated torque obtained when 
the two poles are substantially overlapped still points to the use of a more optimistic 
B H  curve.
Fig.(6.34) to Fig.(6.37) shows the flux density pattern of the SRM at four different 
rotor positions at this current level. These axe similar to the corresponding 2D 
results shown earlier in Fig.(6.27) to Fig.(6.30). Nonetheless, variations in the field 
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Figure 6.33: Comparison of calculated 3D and 2D torque with measurement 
at 50A
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Figure 6.34: Flux density pattern of long motor at unaligned position
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Figure 6.35: Flux density pattern of long motor at 18 degree from unaligned position
Figure 6.36: Flux density pattern of long motor at 30 degree from unaligned position
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Figure 6.37: Flux density pattern of long motor at aligned position
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Fig.(6.38) shows a more detailed 3D contour view of the variation of the B field 
along the axial length at the aligned position at the same current level. The band 
of lighter colour (higher B ) contour about half way up the stator pole indicates 
clearly the position where the coil is situated. The value of the flux can be seen to 
stay reasonably constant throughout most of the core length. Towards the end of 
the core, however, the pole flux has noticeably increased, typically by as much as 
16%. Correspondingly, the air gap flux has dropped by about 13% from its value 
at the centre plane of the core. Flux is also leaking out from the end of the core. 
This is particular apparent at the unaligned position as shown in Fig.(6.39). 2D 
Finite Elements does not model this effect. By comparing the calculated phase 
inductance from both 2 and 3D results, it is possible to see what effect the omission 
of this leakage flux has on the solution. Table (6.4) compares these calculated values 
with measurement. The inductances were obtained at a current level of 5A. The 
unaligned phase inductance results evidently highlight the problem of approximating 
the SRM with 2D Finite Elements.
Method Aligned phase inductance 
(mH)
Unaligned phase inductance 
(mH)
2D FE 2.49 0.235
3D FE 2.578 0.267
Measurement 2.488 0.262
Table 6.4: Comparison of calculated and measured inductance
To illustrate this problem even more clearly, the inductances of a second SRM 
constructed with the same laminations but with a shorter core length [9] "was also
1.4700
Figure 6.38: Flux density variation in axial direction
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Figure 6.39: Showing core’s end leakage flux at unaligned position
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estimated using 3D Finite Elements. This short SRM has a core length of 0.0241m 
as compared to 0.0721m in the long one. Table (6.5) summarises the results. The 2D 
Finite Elements approach has done extremely poorly in estimating the unaligned 
inductance. Both inductances calculated from the 3D FE solution show a good 
degree of agreement with the measurement. Shortening the length of the SRM 
basically increases the influence of the end effects and ignoring them, as in 2D FE, 
will drag the model further away from reality. The torque calculation also reflects 
the inadequacy of the 2D model in representing the short motor. This is shown 
in Fig.(6.40). The tendency of the 3D results towards the measurements is now 
unmistakable.
Other current levels have also been solved in both motors. The torque results are 
shown in Fig.(6.41) and Fig.(6.42). Each graph in these two figures was obtained by 
solving a succession of rotor positions, 46 in steps of 1° in this case. A reduction of 
computation time on a position was achieved by using the solution of the previous 
position as the initial guess for the non-linear iterations. A 40% reduction in the 









Method Aligned phase inductance 
(mH)
Unaligned phase inductance 
(mH)
2D FE 0.833 0.0786
3D FE 0.892 0.109
Measurement 0.875 0.108
Table 6.5: Comparison of calculated and measured inductance of the SHORT SRM
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Figure 6.41: Comparison of measured and 3D FE calculated torque 
of the long SRM
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Figure 6.42: Comparison of measured and 3D FE calculated torque 
of the short SRM
6 .3 .3  E x te r n a l C ircu it C o n n ec tio n
The last section has described how the Lagrange multipliers method can be used to 
solve a series of predefined static positions of an SRM. The next logical progression is 
to apply it to the case in which the SRM is rotating and is connected to  an external 
switching circuit. The circuit shown in Fig.(6.43) was used. MEGA has a facility 
which allows a Finite Element model to  be connected to an external circuitry through 
‘Ports’ [27]. These ports can be regarded as physical terminals which can in turn be 
connected to other '‘circuit branches’ consisting of more fundamental circuit elements 
like resistors, inductors, capacitors and so on. Each circuit element is connected 
between two ports, an external ‘circuit branch’ is formed by connecting the ports in 
the desired manner. The external circuit is constructed in turn by joining together 
these branches. Besides the three basic types of circuit elements, diodes, voltage 
dependent resistors and position dependent resistors are also available. The last 
circuit element is particular useful in simulating the positional sensor found in an 
SRM control circuit.
The characteristics of the circuit elements used are given in Table (6.6). The winding 
resistance of each phase was modelled as an external resistor to the Finite Element 
model. The load test was performed on the long motor at a rotational speed of 
2000rpm and each phase was switched on and off at the rotor angles as specified in 
Table (6.7) [9]. These two angles are given relative to the unaligned position. The 
FE model was set up so tha t the rotor was at the switched on angle initially (t =  0). 
The rotationally speed of the rotor was also set to a constant 2000rpm.
The mesh was the one used earlier in the static analysis, Fig.(6.24). The model was 
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Figure 6.43: Connecting the SRM FE model to external circuit
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Average DC phase resistance 64.9mH
DC resistance of external leads 23.86raO
Quiescent voltage drop in IGBT 1.5V
Forward resistance of IGBT 15mO
Quiescent voltage drop in diode 1.2V
Forward resistance of diodes (estimated) 1.875mft









2000 23.8 34.5 64.5
Table 6.7: The load test
6 hours to reach the preset 40ms end time. Table (6.8) compares some calculated and 
measured quantities [9]. Results agree reasonably well. The variations of the torque, 
the phase flux linkage and the phase current with respect to the rotor position are 
given in Fig.(6.44), Fig.(6.45) and Fig.(6.46) respectively. These also compare well 
with previously calculated results [9]. Zero degrees in the graphs corresponds to the 
initial switch-on position.
Method mean torque Peak I I (rms)
Nm A A
Measurement 2.40 86.1 39.58
2D FE 2.40 90.47 42.05
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Figure 6.44: Variation of Torque with rotor position
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Figure 6.46: Variation of phase current with rotor position
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6.4 Conclusions
This chapter has demonstrated two example applications of the Lagrange multipliers 
method in the Finite Element modelling of electrical machines, both of which are 
troublesome to model using standard meshing approach, though for slightly different 
reasons. The method facilitates the modelling process by allowing the rotor and 
the stator of the machine to be discretized into two disconnected meshes with the 
possibilities of each having different node densities and distribution patterns at 
their interface. The user benefits as a result because he or she can concentrate on 
devising the meshes tha t best describes the two individual parts without having to 
worry about whether their use will compromise the quality of the elements in the 
intermediate air created when the two are joined together.
Good quality elements, that is, those with low aspect ratio and relatively undis­
torted, in and around the air gap are critical to the proper modelling of the saturated 
fields produced when the stator and rotor of a machine overlap.
The chapter has also pointed out the inadequacy of 2D Finite Elements in modelling 
magnetic structures like the SRM which exhibit substantial 3D end effects. Evidence 
of this is shown in both the torque and inductance calculations. In the inductance 
calculations considered, the 2D FE answers can differ from the measurement by as 
much as 30% in the worse case, whereas the 3D FE answer for the same case came 
within 1% of the experimental result.
The difficulties of solving multiple rotor positions in machine problems has also been 
overcome. W ith the use of the Lagrange multipliers technique, the requirement of 
generating a new mesh for each position is eliminated. In fact, the whole process
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has now been simplified to one pre-processing command call. The approach has also 
brought about substantial saving in file storage as there is only one mesh involved 
throughout, different rotor positions can be easily reconstructed from the compactly 
stored position information. A considerable amount of computer time can also 
be saved on solving a multiple-position problem by using the result of a previous 
position as a starting guess.
The ability of the method to handle arbitrary rotor angles has also enabled a dy­
namic simulation of the motor with connection to an external circuit to be carried 
out. Although the case considered had a constant rotational speed, real dynamic 





This thesis has presented a new approach to model electromagnetic devices with 
moving parts. It is unconventional in that it breaks the traditional requirement 
tha t each finite element has to  be ‘compatible’ with its adjacent neighbours. By 
relaxing this requirement, many of the stumbling blocks commonly encountered in 
the simulation of the moving parts at different positions arising from the need to 
remesh at each position are eliminated. As a result, such exercises can now be 
readily carried out.
The technique is based on the use of the classical Lagrange multipliers method in 
solving a constrained problem. Stationary and moving members of a model are 
discretized separately as disconnected meshes, touching each other at a common 
interface. They are then coupled together by the enforcement of an extra constraint 
condition, arising from a consideration of the continuity of potentials across the 
interface, using the Lagrange multipliers method.
Results have proved favourable. Good agreement with experimental measurements 
were obtained. The use of the Lagrange multipliers method, however, imposes a 
penalty on the solution time. Typically, it takes about 25% more time to solve 
the same model with a comparable normal Finite Element mesh. Nevertheless, it 
was felt that the convenience and the time saved in the pre-processing stage easily 
compensates for this disadvantage.
Practical applications of the method have also been demonstrated. A car alternator
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was modelled. The flexibility of the method in dealing with such a complex 3D 
structure was clearly displayed. A more profitable application of the method is 
perhaps in the modelling of multiple rotor positions of a  machine like the Switched 
Reluctance motor. Since the need to remesh at a new position is removed, only one 
mesh is required throughout, thus resulting in a  substantial saving in file storage. 
More importantly, by using the solution of the preceding position as a starting vector 
for the Newton-Raphson iterations, a reduction of about 40% on the computer time 
taken to  solve a whole series of rotor positions was achieved.
A form of dynamic rotor rotation with the Switched Reluctance motor connected to 
an external circuit controlling the firing of the phases and the rotor given a constant 
speed has also been attempted. Results agree well with previous measurements 
and calculations. The logical next step is to model a true dynamic movement of 
the motor from standstill with the acceleration, velocity and displacement of the 
rotor and the supply current all determined dynamically at each time step. In 
fact, a similar kind of dynamic movement modelled using this Lagrange multipliers 
approach has already been reported [34].
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A ppendix A
Elem ent Shape Functions 
A .l  Two D im ensional E lem ent Shape Function
W ith few exceptions, the subdivision of a 2D problem into 4-noded finite ele­
ments usually results in irregular quadrilaterals being the majority type of ele­
ments. It is not difficult to realise that the calculation of element stiffness ma­
trices,equation (2.17), and the load vectors, equation (2.18), for such elements would 
be awkward if performed directly in the global xy coordinates system. Even for 
nicely formed rectangular elements, the calculation is not so straightforward as the 
shape functions and the limits of integrations etc., change from element to element.
One way of dealing with this problem is to derive a transformation which maps the 
element onto an master element of simple shape so tha t operations on the element 
such as integration can be conveniently done on the master element. Fig.(A .l) below 
illustrates the idea.
Consider, for instance, the element & shown in Fig.(A.2 ). It is a simple square 
defined in local coordinates £ and 77 with centre located at the origin and edges of 
2 units in length. The nodal shape function which attains a unit value at the node 
concerned and zero at all other nodes and along all sides of the element tha t do not 
contain the node can be expressed as
f i *  = ;j(1 +  6 £ )(1 + 7?t‘77)> 
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(A.l)
x = X x - N
y = I y . N
Figure A .l: Mapping of Master to 2D element
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where (£,-,77,) are local coordinate of node i.
( 1.1)
Figure A.2: A typical shape function of a 2 D element
A simple way to map this master element into an arbitrary quadrilateral in the xy 
system is perhaps to utilise the same concept used in approximating the potential 
functions, that is we have :
x = XiA;(£, V)
i=l
4y = 22 v) (A-2)
1= 1
Because of this, the element is called an isoparametric element. The partial deriva­
tives of N f  with respect to x and y can be related to the readily computed £ and r] 
derivatives by using the chain rule :
dNj _  d N ld x  d N fd y  
d£ dx  d£ +  dy  d£
8Ni d N fd x  d N fd y
dr) dx dr) dy dr) K }
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This can be written in matrix form as
dNi dx dy dN? dN?
9 ( = dZ dx = J
dx
dNi dx dy dN? dN?
dr) drj drj dy dy
(A.4)





A  dN , 4 ,  dN,
4 ,  dN , 4 ,  ONi
> X,-r— V S i - s —
U  tol U  to)
(A.5)
To find the global derivatives, we use
dN? dNi
dx




The evaluation of the elemental stiffness m atrix (2.17) and load vectors (2.18) can 
now be carried out over the master element as
* » = / / - • (
- i - i  '
dm dm d m d m \
dx dx + d y  dy I ^  i  v
and 1 1
f f  =  J  J  N ! \J \  didr,
- 1  - 1
The integration is typically calculated using Gaussian Quadrature. W ith this isopara­
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metric approach, the element matrix can be calculated in a general and systematic 
way. In addition, higher order curvilinear elements can also be easily handled in an 
identical way.
A .2 T h ree D im en sion a l E lem en t Shape F un ction
The Master element concept is readily extended to 3D. Here, the master element 
will be an 8-noded brick element defined in the local coordinate system as shown 
in Fig.(A.3). The nodal shape function for node i now becomes
J«i =  | ( l + « ) ( 1  +  OT)(1 +  C.'0- (A.7)
Ni = i ( i + ^ ) ( 1 + Ti i1i)( i+ C i0  
Figure A.3: 3D Master element
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Similar to 2D, the global derivatives of the shape function can be found by
d N f dNi
dx d£
d N f = J ' 1 dNi
dy dr}
d N f dNi
dz L d (  \
where J is given by
dx #2/ dz




- S c d( S ( .
A  dNi A  dNi A  dNi
S X i « r  S * " *
A  dNi A  dNi 
2 2 x ' - f ^  E » * E 2*
dNi
U  dv fri  dr, %  dr,
dN i 4 ^  SNi 
2 - ,x i-5 F  E ^ E *
dNi
The elemental stiffness matrix is calculated from the master element by
e I f f  ( d N f  d N f d N f d N f  9 N f d N f \







We consider here equations of the following form :
Au  =  / ;  (B .l)
in which A  is a linear differential operator. When A  is positive definite it can be 
shown tha t [35] the solution tha t satisfies the above equation also minimises the 
following quadratic function Q(u) :
Q(u) = <  A u ,u  > - 2  < / , u > , (B.2)
where < •, • > denotes the inner product. In magnetostatic problems using Magnetic 
Vector Potential, the governing partial differential equation is
V x vV  x A  = J .  (B.3)
The equivalent functional for equation (B.3) can be written, following equation (B.2), 
as
n  =  J  A  • (V x z/V x A) — 2(A • J )  dV. (B.4)
n
Using the Vector identity
G - V x F  = V - ( F x G )  +  F -  V x G
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and the Divergence theorem, II can be re-written in the following form :
n  = ^ ( V x  A) • i/(V x A) -  2(A  • J ) d F  +  x A  x A ) • dS. (B.5)
The surface integral term can be written in a more familiar form using
(G  x H ) • F  = G  • (H  x F) =  H  • (F  x G ).
Hence, we have
n = / ( V x A ) . , ( V x A ) - 2 ( A . J ) d F - / A . ( , V x A x n ) d S .  (B.6)
n r
In 2D Finite Elements using one component of A , this equation can be simplified
n = /  " [© ’+( f )] - - /  A' KdL <B-7>
l j r
Under homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, the line integral 
vanishes and n  can be written as
' - \ i - d y  J
— (AJ) dxdy. (B.8)
This is often written as D
n  =  J  J  H d B -  AJ dxdy. (B.9)
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A ppendix C
The W eighted R esidual M ethod
The Weighted Residual method [13] is a method popularly used in Finite Elements 
for obtaining an approximation solution to the governing differential equations. The 
differential equations can be written in the general form
Au =  f, (C .l)
where A is the differential operator, u is the function to be found and f is the right 
hand side. In the finite element method, u is approximated by a linear combination 
of shape functions as
n
u «  u = ^ 2  Niiii (C.2)
t'= l
where N{ is the shape function of node i and u,- is the nodal value of u at node i. 
There are n nodes in the problem. Substituting u into equation (C .l) results in a 
residual
R = Au -  f (C.3)
which is generally not equal to zero. The aim now is to determine the U{ s so tha t
the residual is forced to be zero in some average sense over the problem domain.
This can be achieved by selecting a set of weighting functions wj and then requiring 
the product of each of these Wj and the residual R  integrated over the problem
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domain be zero. That is, we have
J  Wj(An — f )d ft =  0 (j = 1 , 2 , . . 72) (C.4)
fi
This results in n equations from which the n Ui can be determined. Various forms 
of weighting functions can be used in practice, and each choice leads to a different 
weighted residual method. The following describes briefly three different choices of 
the weighting functions.
1. Point Collocation Method
In this method, the residual of equation (C.3) is forced to be zero at n  points 
within the problem domain. Therefore, we set
|Xi =  0 for i = l . . . n ,  (C.5)
where R  |x . means the residual R  at point x,- within the problem domain.
2. Sub-domain Collocation Method
The weighting function Wj  here is chosen to be unity in the subregion fl j  
and zero everywhere else. This forces the residual to be zero in each of the 
subdomains.
3. The Galerkin Method
Here, the weighting functions are chosen simply to be the same as the shape 
functions. That is,
Wj  = Nj  (C.6)
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Abstract
A new technique for use in finite element models of devices 
which move is proposed. Independent meshes are coupled 
together at a suitable interface, such as the air gap of a 
conventional electrical machine using Lagrange multipliers.
Introduction
Many electrical devices include parts which can move relative 
to the others. Examples of this include routing electrical 
machines and linear actuators. A represenutive machine is 
shown in Fig. I . This class of device can be troublesome to 
model using finite elements. Often a simulation of such a 
machine requires modelling many different rotor positions. 
Several different approaches are described in the literature, as 
follows:
Several different models can be meshed and used in turn. 
This is not very satisfactory, it is expensive to produce many 
meshes and difficult to generalise the method.
Local remeshing is also possible, the program could move 
the rotor, reuining the same mesh topology as long as is 
practical, and then re-m esh, joining 'nearest nodes' on the 
moving interface (Fig. 2). This can produce distorted elements 
and loss of accuracy.
It is possible to avoid meshing the moving interface by 
coupling finite element meshes together using a boundary element 
technique, or, of course, by modelling the entire problem using 
an integral technique. Unfortunately, integral techniques are not 
well known for high accuracy in narrow air gap situations.
The airgap can be modelled using a Fourier technique and 
then coupled to both rotor and stator (1). This is applicable to 
some electrical machines.
In this contribution we propose a fairly general technique for 
solving this problem, using independent finite element meshes 
which are free to translate and rotate and which are coupled 
together using Lagrange multipliers. This allows a finite element
mesh to move with respect to an adjacent mesh without any need
for remeshing. At different positions, only the terms which 
couple the meshes together at the interface are altered. In this 
contribution only the problem of producing many different 
magnetostatic solutions or 'snapshots' cf the rotor at different
instants in time is addressed. The more interesting problem of 
treating velocity induced eddy currents in a time transient
situation should be possible by extending the basic techniques 
outlined here. Only two dimensional representations are discussed 
although it is thought that it should be possible to use the 
method in 3D problems.
A A A
Figure 1 A switched reluctance motor (3J
Theory
Fig. 3 shows a typical problem. The outer region s 
represents a stationary member such as a machine stator. Region 
r is a machine rotor. The circular surface T , extends round the 
airgap of the machine.
In 2D fields are often modelled using one component of A, 
the magnetic vector potential. A can be determined by solving:
1
c u r l  -  c u r l  A -  J (1)
F
s ta to r  s
in te r fa c e  f i
ro to r  r
Figure 2 Local remeshing of moving problems Figure 3 A typical problem. T , is the interface between two
regions.
0018-9464/90/0300-0548S01.00 ©  1990 IEEE
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As is 'well known, eqn (1) can be solved approximately using 
finite elements by finding the stationary point of a functional r :
- i f
c u r l  A . -  c u r l  A dfl -  I J . A dfl (2 )
M
In our simple 2D situation, using only the z component of 
A, this simplifies to:
- i f l H = = r * = i = = n — j —  «
1 f  3 az  ] j  1 r 9az  j 1]
H i  o x  j fL I 3y
In eqns 2 and 3, J  is assumed to be prescribed.
Performing the variation of eqn 3 and using Green's 
theorem:
(4 )
6 r  -  - [ j  - 1
[ ! - |
a
•f — [ I - l . AJ I 3x  1I m J 3y  1L ft 3y  J 1
I 3a l 
«A |  I dT
)i dn J
In the above, the z  subscripts from A and J  have been
dropped. The surface terms in eqn 4 cancel on adjacent
e rments throughout the interior of a region to yield continuity of
H x n. O n the boundary, these terms can be used to prescribe 
any value of H x n including the value zero, the 'natural' 
boundary condition.
Returning to the problem of Fig. 3. a functional such as
that of eqn 3 can be specified for each region:
t  -  T_ + Tc (5 )
The variables on surface T, have to be linked together in 
such a way that continuity of B.a and II x n is satisfied.
In Fig. 4 the kth rotor variable Arlt can be coupled to the 
variables in an adjacent stator element s by applying a constraint:




Figure 4 Coupling at rotor node k
fir
4Ar
f 1 3Ar  |
r, I p r  3n J
«AS
r 1 3 a s i
------ 1 '
r. I n s dn 1
4X [ Ar  -  r (  As
r, 1
(9 )
This is required to be zero for all variations of X, A,, and 
Aj. The 'area terms' in eqn 9 are identical to those of eqn 4.
The normal has been arbitrarily defined as being positive out of 
the rotor into the stator. The first three line integral terms
define X as being equal to:
1 3Ar  
Mr 3 |*
I 3 as 
Ms 9n
Hence, H x n is continuous from rotor to stator in an 
average sense. Continuity of B.n is assured by the continuity of 
the constrained variables on the interface.
Nsj(k) is the usual shape function evaluated at point k. Any
Nsj which is not on the interface T, will result in a zero
contribution to eqn 6 , but we find that it is easier to include
them ail than to decide which are zero.
All similar constraints on surface T, can be written as:
Ar -  f [  As ]  “  0 ( 7 )
This condition may be enforced by introducing a new set of 
variables which exist only on T ,, Lagrange multipliers.
A constrained variational principle may be obtained:
( Ar  -  f (  As ] ]  d r  ( 8 )r “ rr + +




Switched reluctance motors (SRM) give a torque which varies 
considerably with rotor position, hence the performance of such a 
machine can only be evaluated using finite elements by solving 
for many different rotor positions. The new scheme was used to 
model an SRM which has been previously evaluated in some 
detail using conventional finite elements PI . Fig. 1 shows the 
machine for the position in which a rotor and stator pole are 6  
degrees away from alignment. Fig. 5 shows the airgap region 
(for a different machine) and illustrates how the interface nodes 
need not be coincident. Fig. 6  shows the flux linkage for one 
stator pole when the rotor is in several different positions. Good 
agreement with the previous results were obtained, considering 
that the B-H characteristics were inaccurately taken from a small 
diagram from reference [3].
Conclusions
We have found in various trials that comparable results from 
this scheme and conventional meshes are obtained for similar
discretisations.
It is worth remarking that Lagrange type functionals are
stationary on saddle points and are not minima or maxima; this 
should play havoc with attempts to find upper and lower bounds.
The preconditioned conjugate gradient scheme which we use 
to solve equations needed more iterations to find a solution to 
the coupled problems. The worst case so far found in any
problem is 50% higher. The reason for this could be the saddle 
point or the zeros on the diagonal of the Lagrange variables 
making the incomplete triangularisation of the matrix used in the 
solution less accurate, or perhaps a combination of both effects.
This coupled scheme still seems useful, a moving problem 
need only be meshed once, the program can then take care of 
any rotations or shifts of mesh.
This method of coupling disconnected meshes is also useful 
in cases where no movement is involved but where it is 
convenient to join an area of fine discretisation to another where 
the mesh can be more coarse. This is very common in r.on 
destructive testing and magnetic recording problems.
Irregular meshes and even different numbers of nodes and
elements on both sides of the Lagrange surface are possible. If 
motion is being modelled, the only restriction on the Lagrange 
surface is that it will allow the required region to move. For 
instance, it should be circular and concentric with the rotor in a 
rotary machine or situated along the airgap, parallel to the 
direction of motion, in the case of a linear actuator.
wot a  h jjk  m icrn . cippcht
Figure 6  Pole flux linkage versus current at different positions -  
a comparison of results with those of reference [3].
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Abstract —  T h is  p ap e r p resen ts  a new techn ique for 
u se  in  F in ite  E lem ent m odels for coupling inde­
p e n d e n t th re e  d im ensional m eshes to g e th er. T he 
coup ling  is done a t an in terface using Lagrange 
M u ltip lie rs  w hich can b e  identified as th e  norm al 
co m p o n en t o f B on th e  iu terface. T his technique 
is p a rtic u la r ly  well su ited  to  th e  analysis o f  de­
vices w ith  m oving p a rts  w here th e  m odelling  o f 
th e  m oving p a r ts  a t d ifferent positions is requ ired .
7AY, UK
moving member a t the appropriate location. The terms 
which couple the meshes together are re-calculated. The 
meshes need not be altered.




In the analysis of electrical devices with moving parts, for 
example, a  switched reluctance motor, it is often required 
to model the device with its moving parts at several dif­
ferent positions relative to the stationary parts. This is 
necessary in order that characteristics of interest such as 
torque, flux linkages etc., which vary with position can be 
evaluated.
Typically, to carry out this kind of analysis, several meshes 
have to be created, one for each position, aud then each 
solved in turn. This involves extensive pre-processing and 
is laborious and time cousuming even in two dimensional 
cases. Several schemes [1], [2], [3], have been proposed to 
alleviate this problem in the two dimensional cases.
The difficulties escalates enormously when one trys to per­
form a similar kind of analysis on three dimensional mod­
els. A previous paper [1] lias highlighted these difficulties 
and proposed a coupling technique for solving the problem 
in two dimension.
The technique involves the use of Lagrange Multipliers to 
couple independent meshes at a suitable interface. In the 
case of a rotary machine, for instance, a circular surface 
that spans round the full air gap of the machine would 
be a suitable choice. Stationary and moving members of 
a model are meshed up as independent meshes which are 
free to move relative to each other. In order to model the 
device at different positions, it is only required to place the
M an u scrip t received Ju ly  7, 1991
In 3D, the magnetic field in non-conducting region, for 
example, air, can be modelled by the magnetic scalar po­
tential ip, and we solve for
V-fiVrp =  0 (1)
Equation ( 1 ) can be solved approximately by finding the 
stationary poiut of a functional II :
n = ^Jvt-fiVipdn (2)
n
Performing a variation on the functional and using Green’s 
theorem, we have
611 =
The term in the above equation is the prescribed B • n 
on the boundary.
Consider a typical case shown in Figure 1 which consists 
of a  stationary stator region S and a rotating rotor region 
R. The interface Tl  extends round the full air gap of the 
machine
0018-9464/92503.00 C 1992 IEEE
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S t a t o r  r e g i o n  S I n t e r f a c e
A l r y j a p
R o t o r  r e g i o n  R
n =  n «  +  n s (4)
To couple the variables on the interface Tt , we introduce 
an additional constraint into the original system
i/v -< /■ ,=  0 on T f 
where rpT arid rp, are variables on .
(5)
n' =  n  +  J x { p r - ip . ) d r  
r L
(G)
A =  5 3  A iNi (7)
Performing a variation on the new functional, we have
6n' = 6 n  + J  ir  + J  6rp .n^ d r +
r L r L
J6 \ ( t p r - xp, ) dr  + J6i pr\ d r -  J d r  (8)
i n  = i n  +- J s \W r -  
r t
0.)dr+
| ^ ( A + ^ ) d r - / SV„ ( A - ^ ) dr
F ig u r e  1. A typical problem with a stationary and 
moving region.
Functionals o f the form of (2) can be specified for the 
rotor and stator region and the functional o f the the whole 
system  can then be written as
(9)
This is required to be zero for all variations of A, ipr and 
ip,. The first surface term in the above equation simply 
reiterates the constraint o f ( 6 ). The second and third 
identify A as being equal to
dipr dip,
or/i^ r ( 10)
T his additional constraint may then be incorporated into 
the original problem by forming a new functional
That is, B - n  on the interface Tl
III. RESULTS
The new scheme has been implemented in three dimen­
sion and was used to model an switched reluctance motor 
which has been modelled previously using conventional 
Finite Elements [4j.
where A is a set of new variables, the Lagrange Multiplier, 
which exist only on the interface Tl
Similar to the scalar potential, ip, A can be approximated 
by
and the surface integral in (6) can be carried out in the 
usual element by element manner on .
It should be noted that the additional o f this extra set 
o f  constraints introduces zeros on the diagonal of the La­
grange variables o f the matrix.
3M I OMMg
F ig u r e  2 . Contours o f m agnitude of B with rotor 12 
degree from aligned position.
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F ig u re  3 . Showing how nodes at the interface need not 
be matched.
Figure 2 shows a computer generated three dimensional 
view of the model with the rotor 12 degree away from the 
aligned position. The figure also shows a contour plot o f  
the magnitude of B . Figure 3 illustrates how the nodes 
of the stator and rotor region need not be joined at the 
interface.
Figure 4 below shows how the flux linkage for one stator 
pole obtained with the new schemes compares with earlier 
2D results. The higher flux linkage exhibited in the three 
dimensional results are caused by the end turns o f the coil 
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F ig u re  4 . Graph showing pole flux linkage against rotor 
position.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The technique reduces significantly the amount o f work 
required to model devices with moving parts. In fact, it
is only necessary to mesh up the problem once.
Although it was found that more iterations was required 
to obtain a solution to the couple problem when using an 
ICCG technique, we think that the tim e saved and the 
convenience introduced in the pre-processing phase easily 
compensates for this disadvantage.
The new technique applies equally well to problem with 
translational motion such as linear m otor modelling and 
also in cases where it is convenient to  join an area of fine 
discretisation to another area of relatively coarse discreti­
sation.
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ABSTRACT
A new method for coupling independent three dimensional 
meshes together is described. The coupling is performed at 
their interface using Lagrange Multipliers. The densities and 
distributions of the  nodes a t the interface do not need to be 
the  same. Applications of the method to a switched reluctance 
m otor is given.
INTRODUCTION
T he Finite D em ent Method [1] has emerged during the past 
two decades as a  powerful and versatile analysis tool for solv­
ing a  wide range of magnetic field problems. One of the many 
applications of the  Finite Element Method is in the analysis 
of electrical device with moving parts. Examples of this class 
of devices include linear and rotational machines.
Unlike devices with only static parts, the knowledge of how 
certain device characteristics, such as torque or inductance, 
vary with positions is essential in the analysis and optimi­
sation process. This can be obtained using finite elements. 
Many positions of the  device, however, have to be modelled 
and solved. The difficulty in carrying out this kind of study is 
th a t th e  movement of the parts gradually distort the elements 
in th e  air gap until eventually the distortion is so big that 
the  whole air gap region has to be remeshed. This involves 
extensive pre-processing and is time consuming even in two 
dimensional case. Moreover, the presence of many distorted 
elements will cause a  loss of accuracy in the solution and will 
produce inconsistant results [2] [3], Several schemes have been 
pu t forward to  tackle this problem in two dimensional cases
M . 15].[6].
This paper describes a  new method which couples indepen­
dent three dimensional meshes at their interface. The cou­
pling is done by using Lagrange Multipliers which can be 
identified as the  normal of the magnetic flux density a t the 
interface. This technique allows stationary and moving mem­
bers of a  model to be meshed up independently and then 
coupled together a t a later stage. As the meshes are free to 
move independent to  each other, a new postion can be solved 
simply by placing the moving members a t the desired posi­
tion and then recalculating the coupling terms. The need to 
remesh a t different positions is eliminated.
Another convenient feature is tha t the densities and distribu­
tions o f the nodes of adjacent meshes need not be the same 
on the  interface, thus making it possible to use as well-formed 
a  mesh as possible around the interface.
THEORY
Figure (1) shows a  typical case of this kind of problem. It 
consists of a  stationary stator region S and a rotating rotor 
region R. The interface T t extends round the full air gap of 
the  machine.
In three dimensional finite elements, the  magnetic field in re­
gions containing no currents can be represented by the mag­
netic scalar potential sf>,
H  =  -V</> (1)
And we m ust solve for
=  0 (2 )
Equation ( 2 ) can be solved approximately by finding the 
stationary point of the  functional I I :
n  =  i y V * - p V 0 d f t  (3)
a
In our case, we can specified functionals of the  form of (3) for 
the rotor and s ta to r region separately. T he functional of the 
the whole system can then be written as
n = n* + ns (4)
The variables on the  interface T t have now to  be linked to­
gether. To do this we introduce an additional constraint into 
the system.
4'T — i>.=Q  onr*, (5)
where Vv and tfr, are  variables on T*. .
This additional constraint may then be incorporated into the 
original problem using Lagrange Multipliers. A new func­
tional, n  , can be formed such tha t
n' = n + J \ W r - 4. )dr  (c)
rt
where A is a  new function, the Lagrange Multiplier, which 
exits only on the  interface, T t .
A can be approximated in a similar way to  the scalar potential, 
V\ by
A =  £ a  ,7V, (7 )>>1
The surface integral in (6) can be carried out in the  usual 
element by element manner on T t . T he final m atrix formed 
will now possess zeros on the  diagonal of the  Lagrange rows.
We now proceed to  show th a t the  Lagrange variables can be
identified as the  B normal on the  interface.





-/" [sO -S K  ('£)♦* ('£)]"
+/ <*(',^ ) dr (s)
The term  above is the  prescribed B • n  on the boundary. 
Performing a variation on the  new functional [ I , we have
in’ = «i + J  iA(«v-&)dr+
rt
J S i r X & T  -  J 6 4 > .\ & r  (9)
rt rt
where i n  is the variation of the original functional, i n  can 
be written as
in= — j  (rotor terms) d fl -  j  (stator terms) dfl+ 
o* Or
(A+" ^ )dr -/**• (A - +drTi rt
f s x u ' , - * . )  dr ( 10)
This is required to be zero for all variations of A, qf>r and <(>,. 
The last surface term  in the  above equation simply restates 
our extra constraint ( 10 ). The first two surface integrals 
state  the following relations.
. a t r
x=^




This identifies A as the B - n  on the interface Tt
RESULTS
The Switched Reluctance M otor (SRM) has a double salient 
structure with a very small air gap and is usually operates 
under highly saturated conditions. The complicated magnetic 
s tric tu re , together with the  highly saturated operating con­
dition makes finite elements a suitable tool to be used in the 
analysis of the motor.
The new scheme has been implemented and incorporated into 
the finite element package MEGA. It has been used to model 
a switched reluctance motor [7] three dimensionally. The non­
linear characteristic of the motor material has been taken into 
account. The variation of the  torque with rotor positions has 
been evaluated.
Figure 2 shows a three dimensional view of the motor mod­
elled with the rotor 10 degrees away from the aligned position. 
The figure also shows a contour plot of the magnitude of B . 
Areas with high flux density can readily be identified from the
CONCLUSIONS
A new technique for coupling meshes together has been imple­
mented and was applied sucessfully to  evaluate the  variation 
of the torque with position of an SRM. The am ount of work 
required to  model the  m otor a t different rotor positions was 
reduced considerably. In fact, the  problem was only meshed 
up once.
However, it was found th a t more iterations was required to 
obtain a solution to  the  coupled problem when using an ICCG 
technique. Yet, we still think the time saved and the conve­
nience introduced in the  pre-processing phase easily compen­
sate  for this disadvantage:
T he method can also be applied readily to  couple meshes with 
different discretisation density together. This opens up the 
possibility of meshing up different parts of a problem sepa­
rately w ith the  appropiate mesh density and then  using this 
technique to  couple them  together.
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Figure 3 illustrates how the nodes of the stator and rotor 
region need not be matched a t the interface. This enables the 
use of uniform meshes around the interface.
Figure 4 shows how the the torque of the motor varies with 




S ta to r  rag lo n  S
Figure 2. Contours plot of magnitude of B with rotor 10 degrees 
from aligned position.
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R otor p o s i t io n  from s l ig n o d  p o s i t io n  (Dsgrss)
Figure 3. Illustrates that nodes at the interface do not need Figure 4. Graph of Torque against rotor position
to be matched.
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Abstract—  T h is  p ap er p r e se n ts  a  sc h e m e  for m o d ­
e l l in g  c o il g u n s u sin g  fin ite  e le m e n ts . T h e  re la ­
t iv e  m o tio n  b e tw e e n  th e  co ils  a n d  th e  p r o je c t ile  is  
m o d e lle d  b y  u sin g  tw o d is t in c t  m esh es  w h ich  are  
c o u p le d  u s in g  L agrange m u ltip lie r s  w h ich  d e p e n d  
o n  th e  r e la t iv e  p o s it io n  o f  th e  tw o  m esh es . T h is  
sc h e m e  a llo w s th e  in n er  m esh  to  s lid e  d u r in g  th e  
tr a n s ie n t  s im u la tio n  w ith o u t  th e  n eed  to  rem esh  
t h e  p r o b le m . R e su lts  are p r e se n te d  for a  s im p le  
e x p e r im e n t  in v o lv in g  a s in g le  co il and  a lu m in iu m  
p r o je c t ile .
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past, transient models of coil guns have typically 
been based on a mutually coupled circuit approach [1] [2]. 
The projectile is modelled as a set of concentric conducting 
rings, each having a self inductance and a mutual induc­
tance with respect to the other rings and source coils. In 
this scheme the motional effects are taken care of by the 
change in mutual inductance between the coils and the 
projectile, these values and their derivatives with respect 
to position must be calculated at each position during the 
tim e step simulation.
The scheme presented in this paper is based on a fiuite 
element model for the distributed field. Finite elements 
have previously been used for modelling devices with sta­
tionary parts or devices in which the moving part has a 
regular cross section in the direction of motion. In the 
later case we can use the Minkowski transformation to 
calculate the induced current in the moving conductor [3]. 
This approach can typically be used for rail guns, where 
we can choose the projectile as the frame of reference and 
let the rails move backwards. With coil guns, neither the 
projectile or the coils have a constant cross section in the 
direction of motion so a new scheme must be used.
A. Sliding Meshes
The method presented here splits the problem into two 
regions, an inside cylinder containing the projectile and 
the outside region containing the coil. The two regions 
touch at a given radius but have no nodes in common.
outer region 
Lagrange Multiplier*
D D o\ o P O D
Inner region
F ig . 1 . Showing the two regions
oucar rag ion 
Lagranga Multiplier*
D □ o \ a  D 0 □
! *
Inoar ragion
F ig . 2 . Showing the two regions after some movement
The field is represented by an unknown potential, for ex­
ample a 2D axisym m etric model used in this paper solves 
for the circumferential component o f  the magnetic vector 
potential A. The field is given by,
B =  V x  A
Because the two meshes are not connected we need to 
enforce the continuity o f normal flux tangential e.m.f. The 
coupling is done by adding a  set o f equations which “tie” 
together the unknowns on the interface for a  given position
[4]-
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let us denote the unknown potential on the outer interface 
as A(z) and on the inner interface A(z). Note that z and z 
are distances measured in two different frames of reference, 
[f the relative displacement between the two meshes is z, 
then z is the same point as i  +  i .  At any given point on 
the interface z = z — x. Now we caun relate the potentials,
A(z) = A ( z - x )  (2)
One approach of coupling the potentials is to add new rows 
that represent the above equation a t a set of points along 
the interface. However, in our experience better results 
are obtained by “weakly” enforcing A = A', using a set 
of weighting functions, A/j, associated with the Lagrange 
multipliers,
J  Mj(z) [/4(z> -  A{z  -  z)] d z =  0 (3)
The extra unknowns (Lagrange multipliers) appear as new 
columns in the original equations as source terms which 
are symmetric with the additional rows. They supply the 
necessary sources to enforce the continuity conditions im­
posed by the extra rows.
This technique allows stationary and moving members of 
a model to be meshed up independently and then cou­
pled together a t a later stage. As the meshes are free to 
move independent to each other, a  new position can be 
solved simply by placing the moving members at the de­
sired position amd then recalculating the coupling terms.
The need to remesh at different positions is eliminated.
An additional feature of this scheme is that the densities 
and distributions of the nodes of adjacent meshes need not 
be the same on the interface.
B. Time stepping
At any given position the Finite Element method yields a 
system of equations of the form,
[K]A +  [C]A =  f  (4)
The matrices [K] and [C] are usually called the stiffness 
and damping matrices which correspond to the magneto- 
static solution and the “damping” due to eddy currents.. 
The unknown vector A is the collection of the unknown 
nodal potentials. The r.h.s. f  is due to known current, in 
this case the coils.
The mechanical system is modelled by a  single unknown 
position i .  The force on the projectile, F,  can be cal­
culated from the electromagnetic solution and the accel­
eration can be found. Integrating the acceleration gives 
the velocity and position. The position is then fed back 
into the electromagnetic model to recalculate the matrix 
entries for the Lagrange multiplier terms for the new po­
sition.
The time stepping procedure is based on backward differ­
ence method for the electromagnetic system and forward 
difference for the mechanical system. It is summarised as 
follows,
1. Initialise the electromagnetic unknowns A =  Ao for 
time t =  0. Initialise position, xoi velocity, vo. Set 
n =  0 and the time step At
2. Assemble electromagnetic system of equations for this 
position, x„, (Kn ).
3. Calculate electromagnetic solution, using backward 
differences
a„ =  ((C]4-A f[Kn]rl { f„ -[K n]A n}
An+i =  A n +  a nA t  (5)
note that a „  is the approximate rate of change the 
electromagnetic unknowns,
4. Calculate the force from the electromagnetic solution 
and hence the acceleration a. Use forward difference 
to calculate the velocity and new position,
t>n+i =  v„ + aAt
*n+l =  x „ + v n+iA t (6)
5. set n =  n +  1 , Repeat from 2.
This scheme assumes tha t the displacement during each 
time step is fairly small so [K] is reasonably constant dur­





The model has been verified using a single coil and an 
aluminium cylinder. The dimensions of the model are 











Length 0.06352m  
Conductivity 3.0 x 107S m -1
The coil was driven using a resonant discharge from a 
capacitor which produced the current waveform shown in 
Fig. 3
:1(T
F ig . 3. Current waveform in coil
F ig . 4 . Flux plot just after switch on
F ig . 5 . Flux plot at 1ms
The predicted flux is shown in Figs. 4,5 and 6, just after F ig . 6 . Flux plot at 2m s
the switch on, after 1ms and after 2ms.
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-j-fjc measurement of velocity of the projectile proved to 
q u i t e  difficult. The first attempt measured the position 
pf the projectile fairly crudely using optical sensors and a 
irailing metal tape with holes. However the tape was not 
jompletely rigid explaining the rather jerky experimental 
jesuIts shown in Fig. 7, the experimental velocity is very 
s e n s i t i v e  to the errors in position measurement.
i<
12




F ig. 7. Experimental and predicted velocity (using 
tape)
An attem pt was made to directly measure the thrust on 
the projectile by mounting the gun on a force table and 
measuring the reaction force. This method was a complete 
failure, the measurements were dominated by the resonant 
modes of the structure.
Finally the experiment was repeated using an optical sen­
sor to detect black strips on the projectile. This improved 
the measurements but with only one sensor limited the 
observation to a the length of the projectile. The current 
waveform used in this firing is shown in Fig. 9. W hilst 
the derived velocity is shown in Fig. 8
E x p e r im e n t




F ig . 9 . Current waveform in coil (striped run)
It is interesting to see the sm all negative acceleration as 
the cylinder leaves the field due to the coil.
III. CONCLUSION
The new method has been verified for a simple 2D case. 
The initial results are very promising. For axisymmetric 
problems a mutual inductance m odel would probably be 
more appropriate [2], however the technique is easily gen­
eralised to 3D which would allow any features which are 
not axisymmetric to  be m odelled. The use o f Finite Ele­
ments also allows the sam e mesh to be used for a thermal 
model driven by the eddy current heating in the projec­
tile. T his could in turn be coupled to the electromagnetic 
model by having a temperature dependent conductivity.
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For longer guns the outer mesh containing the coils could 
be “recycled” , the mesh would be long enough to model 
the active coils at any given time. The mesh could be 
pushed forward, re-assigning the elements to the coils be­
ing energised.
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